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th both hand&; and &WWlg d.
Reaching the tree, Dick hurriedly released the rope, seized It
The British captain, in his eagerness to seize Dick, slipped from the bank
1.nd went waist deet> in mud and water in an in11tant.
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he Liberty Boys On Swamp Island
OR, FIGHTING FOR SUMTER
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER !.-.Art; the Wayside Inn.
"Is there no way o.f trapping the young rebel ? "
"We have not been able to do so, as yet, Cap:n,,
1
'"Nhere does he hide himself and his rebel
and?"
"Somewll.ere in the ::wamp; but every time we
.ch sight of one of them he disappears in the
ost mysterious fashion."
- "The Tories ihereabQUts know the swamps.
ould they not guide us?"
"They might, if they knew which one he was
iding in."
"The chance of obtaining a large reward ought
stir them to action."
"Oh, tihey are anxious enough, Captain, but they
re as much puzzled by the young rebels as any
n:e."
"There are one hundred of these rebels, the
iherty Boys?"
"Yes, all of that."
"Are they mounted?"
"Yes, and finely mounted, too, many of their
"mails being thoroughbreds."
"Lt is ve1y ·s t:range that we can never get sight
f their camp."
1 "These ·s wamps make excellent hiding places,
.,aptain, especia.lly for thvse who know them
~ell."

"But the people here are familiar with them,
nd it is very strange that they cannot get sight
f Dick Slaster and his band in camp."
"They are not all loyal to the King."
"No, b11t there are enough who are, ana these
ught to be able to find him."
"So it would seem, but they have not done so
et and they do no.t hold out any promises."
"We must capture this rascally Dick Slater, for,
rough him we shaM be able to learn more of
ener>al Sumter and give him the thrashing he
richly deserves."
There were two British officers sitting at a
ble in a quaint roadside inn, discussing a matof great importance to them. General Thomas
umter known as the "Carolina gamecock," was
using Cornwallis ·a nd his leaders a great deal
trouble in their endeavors to subdue the Caroas. Acting under Sumter and ftgh~g bravely
'th
for him, w.ais a band of sterlmf,' young
triots known a.s the Liberty Boys, led by Capin Dick Slater, a sturdy boy from New York
tate.
.
The Liberty Boys themselves were from van-

and

)~

ous parts of the country and were thoroughly devoted to the cause of American independence and
to their yvung leasder. Just now the British were
doing their utmost to capture Sumter. The surprise of Dick Slater and his band of yo~ patriots, whom the enemy slighting}y called 'l'laScally young rebels," seemed ·t o 'b e the surest+
means to that end.
The swamps of the Carolinas afforded exceliJ.ent hiding pl.aces for Dick Slater ·a nd his band
of young patriots, and the redcoats and Tories
were put to it to find the boy•s. Every now a.nd
then the daring lads would dart out from rome
secure ihiding pilace, f.all upon the enemy, do a
lot of damage, and then dash back again, defying both pursuit and di:seovery. Now and then
single Liberty Boyis, or small parties of them,
would be seen, but as soon as they were pursued,
they would slip away and disappear in the most
puzzling fashion.
The two redcoats, ea.ting and drinking in the
tavern, helonged to a force located in the neighborhood. They had been troubled a great deal ·
by the Liberty Boys and the captain was most
anxious to secure Dick Slater, learn of Sumter's
intended moves, and earn renown and prnmotion.
During the conversation, an ordinary-looking bey
entered the taproom. He seated himself at a
deal table in a corner, near a door, and ordered
a mug of buttermilk ·a nd some bread and cheese.
His face was bronzed from exposure to the weather and he looked like a farmer's boy off on a
'.holiday.
He wore a coarse, wooHen hose, a suit of rough
gTay •h omespun and a Cocked hat, and appeared to
be not over-intelligent as he sat eating and drinking and paying attention to nothing else, apparently. If one were to judge merely by appearances in t h e boy's case, however, it would be a
great mistake. Instead of lacking intelligence, he
pos sessed it in a marked degree, and, far froJ?l
being an ol'dinary boy, he was a most extraordinary one.
He was, in fact, no less a person than Dick
Slater himself, the daring young captain of the
Liberty Boys. He was a master of disguises, and
had ways of altering his e;x:pression which gaye
ihim a different look. He did not seem to be listening, and yet he had not lost a W?rd of . the
convel1Sation since he had entered, earned on m a
low ·t one as it was. The two officers h ad noticed
him ·a t length, and the second lieutenant said to
the captain:
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"That i ~ a boy of the district. Perhaps he may
At that moment a coarse-featured, evil-looking
give us som e information."
man · came into the room. He shot a quick look
"He does no t look over-intelligent."
at Dick and then said huskily:
"No, but he is not a fool. He ma:y be just the
"Seize that boy! He is Dick Slater, the rebel
one to tell us what we wish to know."
spy!"
"Perhaps. Call him over, Hazzard, and we
will question him."
CHAPTER II.-A Novel Ferry.
"I say, you boy, come ·h ere, we wish to talk to
you," said the '1i€1Utenant, in a commanding tone.
country boy had his face in his
seeming
The
"Huh?" returned Dick, looking up after a pause
as the newcomer made this sudden accusawith his mouth full of bread and cheese. "Speak· mug
tion. The lieutenant reached over the table to
in' ter me?"
seize him, half rising for that purpose. Then he
"Yes; come over here, we wish to speak to was deluged with buttermilk and dropped back
you."
into his chair in haste. The man who had de"W.aal, I can hear ye. What do ye want ter nounced Dick Slater drew a pistol and dashed
talk about ?"
forward.
"Come over here and we wfill tell you."
"It's all the same, dead or alive!" he cried
"Yew come over here. I'm as good as yew ibe,
an' ef ye want t er talk, I reckon ye kin git up as hoarsely.
Cr.ash! A stoneware plate went flying across
well as me."
"H'm! Independent!" muttered the officer; but the room and struck the pistol just as the fellow
lhe arose and crossed over to Dick, sitting oppo- was pulling the trigger. The weapon was discharg'ed, but the man's aim was disconcerted and
site him at the square table.
the bullet ~ew up and struck one of the great
"You live in this neighborhood?" he asked.
red' "Reckon I do," replied Dick, proceeding with beams running across the ceiling. The other
coat flew at Dick, stepped on a piece of cheese,
his eating and drinking.
slid two or thr€'0 fe et on the sanded floor, and
"You know the people all about?"
then sat down with his hat off and his wig aw1'Y,
"Shouldn't wonder."
under a table. Dick was out of the room by this
"Do you know Dick Slia ter?"
time, having le:Lt by· the door nearest to him.
"Huh! I know the critter as well as I know
"Stop him!" ,shouted the redcoat, ·w:iping the
tn'self."
buttermi:Ik from •h is face and eyes with his hand· "Do you know where his camp is?"
kerchief.
"Shouldn't wonder ef I CO'Uld find et, ef I was
"Catch the rebel!" 1bawled the coarse-featured
ter look," with a foolish laugh.
man, running to one of the front windows and
"Then you are a rebel!?" the redcoat sahl.
throwing it open.
"Ain't nuther, an' don't ye go ter callin' names,
There were two or three vile-fooking men,
or ye'll git hurt, fust thing ye know."
mounted on small Carolina bred horses, outside.
"You know where Slater's camp is?"
"Where is he?" they a:sked excitedly.
· "Reckon I do."
"At the rear; don't let ihim escape. He is Dick
"You show us where it is and I'll give you five Slater himself!"
guineas."
The -three men fl ew around to the rear, all on
"Huh! I don't want nothin' fur doin' that. I'd the same side of the house. The man indoors
show it to ye fur the fun of it."
hurried out by the door through which Dick had
"Could you tell us where to find it?"
just gone. T he two re<looats made their way out
"Why, o' cours·e. Ye go up this here road an' of the front door and around the other side of the
:foller it till ye come to a red barn, on'y ye don't · house. Not a sign of the boy patriot was to be
go .as fur's that, bu.t turn off ter_the east, then seen anywhere. He was not in the stable or in
southwest to ther stunted willer, down the lane :any of the outhouses, nor on the road.
ter ther white house, 'cross ther crick, halfer mile
"Did you see the rebel go this way?" asked one
:furder, then south a bit, and--"
of the Tories of a young gi1'l standing at the door
"W'hy, you fodl, no one can follow such direc- of a spring house a few yards distant.
"I r·eckon I didn't," she answered; "but I've
tions as those!" sputtered the lieutenant.
He had been trying to make a diagram on a been within, looking after the milk."
"He isn't in there?"
piece of paper, and simply got a tangle of lines.
"No, I r eckon 'he isn't, but you can look, if
"Reckon ye ain't 'customed ter travelin' in these
'ere parts. Why, thet's as easy as gettin' yer you have a mind to."
The man opened the door and looked in, get-foot in a mudhole."
"Could you go with us .a nd show us the way?" ting a <lash of cold water down his neck which
"Reckon I could. I'm goin' that 'ere way now, set h im to shivering.
"Ouch! Drat ye !" he yelled, springing back.
.
ef yer want ter come."
The door of the springhouse was low, and as
Dick Slater had no intention of betraying his
comrades, but he saw a way to annoy the ene- he brought his head back quickly, he gave it a
m y, and if he could capture these two officers, so bang on the upper part of the door frame, knocking his hat off. The girl 1aughed and he went
much the better.
"You will s:how us the camp now?" eagerly.
away, muttering angrily. The search for Dick
"Reckon I'll take ye right tew it ef ye want resulted in nothing, for he had escaped as suddenly as if he had been caught up in the cloud!.
ter go."
"I reckon he must have took to the woods back
"No, show us the way to it; that will be
:yonder," said the big man.
enough."
"He didn't have 'his black hoss, did he, Peleg?•
"Why o' course, anything tew erblige ye."
-asked one of the men.
"Very' good. We will go at once."
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"No; \didn't see him."
"That critter goes as quick as the wind, but I
didn't see no hoss tracks nor nothin', an' I reckon he wa,s afoot."
.
"He wasn't in uniform, was he, P eleg?" asked
the man who 'h ad looked in the springhouse.
"No he wasn't· but there's no mis'takin' the
critter' to a man what's seed him."
"Yus, but they do say he kin disguise himself
amazin', so's his own mother wouldn't know
ihim."
"So I hear, an' mebby I'd be fooied ,another
time, but I qone suspicioned him this time, shorely."
The Tories now went one way and the redcoats
another, and everything was quiet about the
quaint old inn. Then the g:irl went into a little
r oom off the rea~· pas·s age and rapped oh the wains cot near the fireplace.
"It's ·a ll quiet now 1 Captain," she said.
In a moment a panel sli back and Dick Slater
stepped out from some dark hole in t he wa:ll.
"They have done, Eur).ice ?" he asked, as 'h e sJi.d
t he panel into place again.
"Yes; and they were g-reatly puzzled at your
getting away so suddenly."
"They did not search the house?"
"No, 'cause they all allowed 'that you had gone
out and taken to the w oods or some of the outbuildings."
"It was wet! that I knew of thait place, for I
had little time to lose ,and, without Major, would
have had to take to my heels."
"Where is your .horse?"
"In camp. I came without ·him."
"The redcoats would like to find it. Peleg
Potter doesn't know where it is, d'Oes ihe? "
"No; and yet knows the place',, but ihe would
never suspect that we were there.
"Might h e n-Oi go there by accident, Captain?"
The innkeeper's d·a ughter was a thorough patriot .a nd had- often assisted the ·bo:ys. Th~s was
not the first time that Dick SLater had made use
of the secret chamber in the walls of the old inn,
and he knew every part of the house.
"He cannot see the camp from the bank, and
he would have no especial objection crossing over
to the island."
"I suppose not, and he has no suspicion?"
"No, nor any of the Tories."
"ALI the Liberty Boys are there?"

"Yes."
"And your hol"ses ?"
"Yes, all of them."
"You did not swim them over?"
"No," with a smile. "We got them <across ·a nd
no one suspects how, <>r that we are there.''
"That is capital, for you can dash out upon
the redcoats, do a lot of mischie:(, and get away
without any one suspecting where you have
gone."
"Exactly. Are there any new redcoats in the
region?"
"Yes, and they are most eager to sunound
General Sumter."
"I know they are, and they think that if they
can get hood of me I will tell them everything."
"But you would not?" anxiously.
A smile was Dick'.s only repty, and then he
shortly took himself off and went away by the
road. He presently struck into the woods as he
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heard voices, and, looking back, s·a w a party of
redcoats headed by the very captain he had seen
in the tavern. The redcoats did not see him and
he went on r apidly, at length entering a swamp.
There were easily seen paths leading over good
ground, and he hunied on till he came to a sluggrsh creek, half mud, half water. On the other
side was what •s eemed to be ian island in the
swamp.
There was no one to be seen there, and in the
. cool, Shad'Y quiet of the p1ace not a sound could be
heard. Dick hurried on and stopped at a great
tree right on the bank of the creek. Its branches
'OVer}:!ung the water and mingled with those of
the trees on the jsland. Stepping close to th~
tree, Dick reached ·a round to the farther side and
soon drew in the end of a stout rope which was •
fastened there. The other end seemed to come
from a tree on the ISiand, but it was so hidden
by leaves that it was scare.el~ seen.
"Now to cross the ferry,' said Dick, with a
l-0w ·l<augh.
He sour,ided 'a peculiar sor,t of s.hrill whistle and
then reaching well up on the rope with both
!hands and holding the end between his feet, he
,s wung off. In a moment he was out over the
water, swinging toward the opposite bank. The
trees sway-ed and leaves fluttered down to the
water, but in a moment Dick was on the other
side, on firm ground. Then, securing the end of
the 'hanging rope to a tree on the bank, he hurried off by a well-defined path toward the interior of the island. In a few moments he came
out into a naturail opening where there were neat
white tents ,among the trees and a number of
boys in Continental uniform sitting or st.anting
about. This was the camp of the Liberty Boys
on an island in a swamp.
1

CHAPI'ER III.-In the Hidden Cr.mp.
Several of the Liberty Boys caine forward to
meet Dick, two of the foremo'St being particuiarly notiooal:Yle. One, of Dick's own age-a
'handsome, well-·bui1t boy with a frank, intelligent face---<wore the uniform of a first lieutenant. ·
This wais Bob Estabrook, Dick Slater's closest
friend, the two being like brothers. Indeed, they
expected to ;iie so some day, the sister of each
being the sweetheart of the other. Bob's companion was a handsome, dashy iboy, something younger than he, wearing the uniform of ·a second
lieutenant. He was Mark Morrison, one of the
bravest of the boy.s, a universal favorite, and
thoroughly trusted by Dick, of wihose confidence
he was in every"w1a y worthy.
Among the <>thers were Jack W·a rren, Mark's
chum, and like him in many ways; Ben Spurlock
one of ,t he jolliest of the boys; Sam Sanderson'
his chum,, and two boys named Harry Thurbe;
·a nd Harry Judson, also chums. Then there was
a rosy-cheeked, freckled-faced, pug-nosed, redheaded, jolJly-looking Irish boy, and a round-faced, blond~hai:red, fat German boy, weighing all of
two hundred pounds. The Irish boy was Patsy
Brannigan, the company cook, while his friend
and constant companion was Carl Goopenspieler.
"Give a hunioo, CookyspiJ.ler, an' tell the captain ye're glad to see him back!" cried Batsy.
"Have ye no manners at all?"

.

,,

'
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"Don'd somebody was talking, Batsy?" sput·
tered Carl. "And for why I was glad to seen his
back? More bedder I was glad to saw his face,
I bet me."
"Sure Oi niver saict that. It's glad to see him
here .again, Oi said, an' annywan but yerseilf
moight know it."
"Humbug ! Shtop a liddle und heard what der
captai n was said."
Bob anct Mark both greeted the young captain
cordially, and Dick said:
"I had a narrow escape from the redcoats and
Tories. T hey are looking for Sumter and especially for us, n.s they think we may be made to
tell where h e is."
"They do, eh?" sputtered Bob impetuously.
"They don't know us.'
"All that they can learn from us won't help
them very much," declared Mark.
"I would have captured a couple of British officers, by pretending to lead them t-0 the camp, but
Peleg Potter, the Tory, prevented it.''
"So that f ellow is about again," retorted Eob.
"That means trouble. How did he upset your
plans, Dick?"
The young captain related his adventures at
the tavern, all the boys being greatly interest~d.
"That Tory captain knows these swamps," declared Bob, "and 'he will be trying to find out
where we are."
"Even if he does, Bob, he can't get to us and
he can't prevent our leaving the island when we
choose."
"No, I suppose he cannot, but he's a persistent
sort of chap and I begrudge his knowing the first
.
thing a·b out us.''
"What difference c!oes it make, Bob, as long
as he can't get at us?" laughed Mark.
"None, I suppose, but I don't want him to
know. He's one of the most troublesome Tories
in the Carolinas and will do us ajl the mischief
he can.''
"Yes, he's as bad as Bill Cunningham, Simon
Girty, McKee, or any of that crowd, and will do
all the harm he can.''
"And he will come to a bad end, you may be
·s ure."

CHAPTER IV.-A Close Shave.
Dick determined to ride to the general's camp,
some miles distant, and make his report. Shortly
after dinner he made his way to another part of
the island, accompanied by Ben Spurlock, Sam
Sanderson and the two Harrys. Dick rode a
splendid coal-black Arabian and wore his captains uniform. At the point where the boys
halted the stream was wider than at the rope
f erry. The water was deeper also and quite
swift, there being little mud. Drawing a goodsized flatboat from among the 'bushes, the two
Harrys held it steady, close to the bank, while
Dick got his horse aboard. Major, the black
Arabian, was a most intelligent animal, and Dick
had no difficL.ty in getting him on board. He
stood beside the horse while the boys took their
places and poled the flatboat across the stream.

There was a good, hard landing on the other
side, and Dick was soon ashore and in the saddle.
"You need not wait, Ben," he said. "I do not
know just how long I may be gone, so I will signal when I return."
"Very good, Captain," Ben answered and, as
Dick rode away, the boys picked up their oars
and returned to the swamp island.
Dick did not think that there were any redcoats -0n the road he would take, but he would be
cautious, nevertheless. Peleg Potter was the
leader of a band of marauding "Tories, who sometimes acted with the British, but more often inde- ·
pendently and not at all in accordance with strict
military rules. In fact, his band was nearly as
lawless as Bill Cunningham's, being little. better
Potter migh t be
than thieves and murderers.
on t}\e road with some of his band, Dick having
seen him that morning, and it was therefore necessary to be cautious. Riding on at a fair rate of
speed, Dick had gone about a mile when, through
the trees, he caught the gleam of scarlet uniforms. Slackening his speed somewhat, he saw
that there were not more than half a dozen redcoats in sight. How many- more there might be
beyond, he could not tell, but he determined to
take the risk. The party he saw had halted and
were talking animatedly among themselves. Dick
suddenly wen dashing ahead, waving his sword
and crying, as he tµrned his head for an instant~
"Here they are, Liberty Boys! Now then,
scatter the redcoats!"
Seeing that dashy figure, the r edcoats never
doubted for a moment that Dick had all his band
with him. That there were only six of them Dick
SJ?eedily discovered. They quickly wheeled and
dashed away, some into the woods and some down
a narrow lane at one side. By the time Dick
reached the spot where they had been they had
all scattered right and left and were going like
the wind. Dick was forced to laugh at the absurd spectacle they presented, fleeing before one
enemy, and some of them must have heard him.
"There is nothing like putting on a bold front,"
he said to himself, as he rode on at a less rapid
pace. He saw no sign of a camp and supposed
that it must be in the other direction.
"They were probabJy out on a scouting tour,"
he said. "Trying to find our camp, perhaps.
Well, the bo ys will laugh when I tell how I
scattered them."
He went on after this at a good rate, seeing
neither redcoats nor Tories.
"If they had any idea of the general's position, they would be out there in greater numhers," he thought.
The Tories knew no more about Sumter than
the regulars and Dick felt perfectly safe now, as he rode on. Reaching Sumter's camp, Dick
was received cordially, being well known, not only
to the general himself, but to many of his officers
as well. He was speedily admitted to Sumter's
presence and reported what he had learned.
"You have not found the enemy's camp, then?"
the general asked.
"No, although I know that there are more of
the enemy than there were and that they are
looking for you."
. "Ascertain where they are and in what force,
and attack them if there are not too many."
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patriot escaping by a hair's breadth. Then
"That was my intent ion, sir."
across the water he swung aild landed
straight
know
me
let
many,
too
are
there
If
"Good!
the island.
on
safely
jointly."
them
and we will attack
"Very well, General," rep!,ied Dick, and he
shortly tcok ' his leave, setting out upon the return at a lively pace.
CHAPTER V.-Taking the Enemy Unawares.
It was likely that the redcoats h e had routed
would be on the watch for him when he went
The redcoat who had thrust his bayonet at Dick
back, and he therefore would have to look out
for them a s well. He was g oing on at a cautious quickly slipped it under the captain's sword belt
pace, bei •1g near the point where he had seen the and prevented his sinking any deeper in the mud.
redcoats, \i·hen he h eard voice . Re dismounted T\len others came up in haste, and Dashwood was
uUed out, mud to the waist and pouring forth a
and crept caubiously throu gh tlie bushes till he
reached a turn in the road. H erc h e saw Potter torrent of aJbus.e on Dick Sl·a ter and all rebels,
Dick escape.
and two of his companions sitting their horses n ot sparing his own men for letting
The redcoats .saw Dick land on the i:iiand and saw
at the roadside.
"It's a mile to the westward, near the woods," a n,umber of the Liberty Boys hurry forward to
meet him.
·
'
said Potter.
."Hdat!hwe'vetti;apped the young rebel at last1•
"Oh, I reckon I can find it. Are you going
e cap a1n. "On the island, eh? Well,
cne
?"
tJ..
soon have them off of it."b 1
we'll
.
~·~re ·
h d t h.
cl ·t" B 0
rk t
Yes, as soon as I km find out where the young ,. "I'd ,,1
aug e o . ~e ~ ·s.ee ,y.ou 0 1 •
rebels is, so's to tell Cap'n Dashwood.''
with.in
. . Theie IBJ?- t a fl atboat to be had not
ot found out "et " thought !'>elf. Illlles,
h
th
"Th
be
and if there were, we would
five
• '
ey ave n
en
.
"
"ill
1
Tu~
e. boys ·h urried away and were quickly lost
t ' em 0 ut without gettin' help
"C ou Id n 't we ro~,;
The
to sight amono- the .trees. The enemy had lofrom the r edcoats·
"No, we haven't got enough. You. know Y,?ur· cated their ca~p but, as Bob had said, there was
no getting at them. Dick had secul:'ed every
se~! how them Pe.sky young rebels km fight.
Yes, so they km. Well, let us kn?w "'.h~n, you fl~tboat for miles and held the ke y to the island.
find 'em, so we can all take a hand m dnvm out Even were the redcoats to secure boats 1 there
was only o;ne point wliern they would be of use,
.
.
,
the .young r.ebels.''
. Dick hurried b.ack out of the wa.y and hid MaJor and this, of course, ould be well defended. The
the
m the b1;lshes, J.ust as Potter himself rode by. boy·s watched the redcoats going up and down
Then, bemg satisfied that the others had gone bank, making for a suitable place to cross to tho
on, he mounted and rode away toward the camp. island.
"It i· n 't so easy to get to us as they think,"
Reaching the creek in the swamp, he signaled to
the boys, and they. soon appeared with the boat. chuckled Bob.
"Theiy won't find the place in a hurry," added
Crossing to the island, ?e left Major in camp
and went back to the main land by means of the Ben, "and when they do find it, they will not be
rope, which he secured to the tree. He hurried any better off."
The boys did not show themselves again, ,b ut
on throug h the woods toward the west, intending to get a view of the enemy's camp, if possi- watched the redcoats. The latter did not find the
I.ace where the boys crossed, and at length went
ble. He came suddenly upon Captain Dashwood
to
and a small party of redcoats, knowing nothing away. The captain was in no fit condition
of their presence till he came abruptly upon travel, being covered with black mud from his
men
them . They were sitting quietly under the trees, waist down. But for tbe intervention of hi·s mu
d.
and it was a great surprise to Dick to run across }\e might have been swallowed up in the
Libthem. The captain uttered an explanation and He laid all his troubles at the door of the Dick
they all sprang to their feet in great haste. See- e1-.ty B.oys, however, and roundly berated
ing that Dick was alone, they rushed at him to Slater for not allowing himself to be taken.
"Thexe won't any more get over thac way!" h e
make him a prisoner.
"Shoot the young rebel, he is as good dead as snarled . "I'll have the tree cut down, am! keep
a ·watch on the place besides."
alive!" hissed the captain.
When the redcoats had at last departed, Dick
Dick darted off toward the stream, the redcoats
discharging their muskets. The bullets hit the said to Bob:
"I know near enough where the British camp
trees and Dick escaped. After him raced the redcoats, charging at him with fixed bayonets. The is, and we'll attack it to-night."
"They may have a larger force than ours,
captain was in the lead, Dick being· hard pressed.
"Catch the young r ebel, shoot him!" ro ared Dick," observed Bob.
"Very true; but if they have, we d'lll't have to
.
Dashwood.
It was a race for freedom, but Dick never stay and be gobbled up by them," with a laugh.
"Indeed, we do not, and i:; won't be the first
doubted the result.
time that we have attacked a force la rger th an
"After him!" roared the captain.
•
Reaching the tree, Dick hurriedl y released the our own."
"And g-otten away safely, too, Bob, don't for·
rope, seized it with both hands, and swung off.
The British captain, in his eagerness to seize get that. "
"No, I won't. "
Dick, slipped from the bank and went waist deep
While the boys were at supper it was rr,enerin mud and water in an instant. The redcoats
had discharged their muskets, but one furious fel- r: ll y known. that th c-:· ,,.Pr P. go;ng to attack the
low charged with fixed bayonet at Dick, the young E1·itish that night, but there was ve ry li ttle said
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ia:bout it. In fact, the boys never did talk m:ich y-0ung patliots went scampering down a byroad.
in advance of what they had on hand, devoting The enemy did not know of this road, and betheir energies to fighting more than to talking. fore they found it, the boys were well on their
Shorbly before dark Dick gave the word to the way. Reacl1ing the bridge of boats, the gap was
boys to ·asoomble, and they all rode to the point cl"Osed and the boys marched over to the swamp
where Dick .had crossed in the flatboat. They all. island in good order. Then the bridge was taken
set to work and 1soon boat after boat was brought to pieces rapidly and stowed '0.Way under th e bank
out secured one to the o•t her, until a line of them out of sight.
The enemy oould not get at the boys, but the
wa~ stretched from the iS!and to the bank. As
fast as three or four boats wie.Te connected, they guards weire set for aill that and kept a strict
were anchored and planks were laid from end to watch. Early the next morning, shortly before
sunrise, Ben Spurlock hearo suspicious sounds.
.
en~
The boys were •b uilding a boat bridge,. m fact, Looking out oautiouslly, he saw a large body of
and doing it rapidly and well. Everything wa:s British -0n the main.
"Want to ca~! on us, eh?" he chuckled. "Well,
done under Dick's direction, but the boys ev1r.lently knew just what to do, and ve:y little was we are 'not at home' to such, I am afraid."
said. Every boy seemed t o know his place and
there was no confusion or working ait cross purposes, the work going on rapidly. The bri~ge
CHAPTER VI.-The Redooats Puzzled.
was finished shol'bly after dark, the bo~s wor~g
part of the time by fireligl,it. The bndge bemg
quickly signalled to one of the Liberty
Ben
completed, the boys rode over to the main. Then Boy;s, imitating the cry of a· bolue heron. There
the two end boats were allowed to sweep do~ was one of these long-legged creatures standing
stream, being secured, however, by a. stout 1:lle
far away. The redcoats might easily suphidden in the bushes. If an enemy arnved durmg not
pose th·a t the bil'd itself had uttered the sound.
the boys' absence, they woul? have some <;iifficu].ty TJ1e
Liberty Boys' signaJls were al:l natural sounds
in cilo·sing the gap on the bndge and ge~tmg over like this, and th.ey coulld communicate with each
march,
his
hasten
not
did
Dick
island.
to the
other in the presence of an enemy without a word
being on the main, but took his time, no.t wishing being
uttered. The signal was quickly repeated,
At
soon.•
too
redcoats
the
to get to the camp of
long there were a number of the boys
before
and
camp
the
suppose8.
length being near where he
ehemy. Not one of them could be
the
watching
strong
a
with
to- be 'he wenlt ahead cautiously,
being hidden behind trees and
however,
seen,
campadvan'ce guard~ They presently espied the
tall grass.
the
in
or
bus·bes
there
that
fires and appro.aching cautiously, saw
"They know that we are on the island," whis.
wer~ very few pickets set.
pered Mark to Jack, "and are wondering how they
"They think they are strong enough to with- are
going to get over to us."
stand any attack that 'may be made," sputtered
"Yes, and liow we got over ourselves," replied
Bob. "I ·like their conceit!"
Jack.
"There is a considerable force of them," reTo all appearance&, there was no one on the
marked Dick.
and the enemy were greatly puzzled. Not
"Well I'd just liloo to attack them, to show i-sland,
a tent could be seen, tnere :was no smoke rising,
them that w~ are not afraid to meet a bigger there were none of the usual sounds heard about
party than our own."
a camp and not a soul in sight. The British had
"I seen boys on the island tb.e night before, and sup"Oh we'H strike at them, Bob," quietly.
nothfor
distance
this
aill
boys
the
would~'t bring
po.sed they woulld be there now. They scattered
ing."
alongshore, so as the view the island from differrearguard
Word was quickly sent back to the
ent points, but failed to Sle€ any one. Dick saw
to advance rapidly. In a short time the advance some Tories with the redcoats and knew at once
guard made a sudden dash, driving in the en- that these men had acted as guides.
emv's pickets. Then muskets began to rattle and
"Potter and some of his band knew this place,"
pistolls to crack, as the daring boys charged upon Dick said to Bob, "and they have brought them to
the camp. The redcoats came swarming up, ex- the only place where a crossing might be effectpecting to drive away the "saucy young rebels," ed."
as they called them, with little or no trouble.
"Yes, but without boats they can do nothing,
All at once the camp was attacked in another and it will take time to get them."
quarter, and with great vigor. Mark headed the
"Very true, and, if necessary, we can slip away
rearguard and quite took the enemy by surprise from the island and make ·a camp elsewhere."
by the force of his charge. The greater pal't -0f
"They won't try to besiege i t, will they, Dick?"
tf1e redcoats was thrown upon him, but now Dick
"Hardly. They don't know that we are here,
and his detachment crashed right through a cor- and may doubt it."
ner of the camp and joined Mark. There was
"But we· can't keep as still as this all the
great confusion, the enemy having an idea that time.''
the attacking force was larger th.a n it was. They
"No; but it may n<>t be necessary."
recoiled . for a brief spell, but before they could
The sun arose and dispersed the mists hanging
rally, Dick dashed away, carrying off many spoils over the stream, but the isiland remained as siof war. He knew th·a t if the enemy rallied, they lent and mysterious as ever.
would orush his little band, and so he dashed
"The pesky young rebels have gone away , afaway in the nick of time. Knowing the road well, ter making that last attack,» Dick heard Peleg
rapidly.
away
getting
in
difficulty
no
they had
Potter say distinctly.
The air was clear, and the Tory had a high,
The enemy started in pursuit, but time was
lost in getting into the saddle, · and then the wily strident voice, with a great carrying power. Dick
1
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Slater had keen hearing, however, and he heard
Captain Dashwood, although his voice was not
as strong as Peleg's.
"They were here yesterday," the Briton said.
"So they was; but they Jmowed I know the
place and so they went away."
"You must find tlhem and let me know. I'U
give you a hundred pounds for Dick Slater, dead
or alive."
"Huh! There's a reward o' five hundred for
him. Aren't ye sort o' generous ?" with a sneer.
~Well, get him yourself, then, and co1Iect the
reward. You'll have to go to New York to get
it."
"Hull! ye don't se~m any more likely to get him
'n m~." sna.nled Potter. "Where are 'Yer boats,
how be ye goin' ter g-et over to the island?"
"They are not on the ~sland; but you must find
where they are," and Daslhwood w·alked away.
The redco·a ts prese1lltly withdre·w, evid'e;ntly
greait:ly chagrined ·a t not ' aving found the boys
~
on t.he ~wamp island.
"They do not think we are here," said Dick,
"and so wiH not trouble to get boats.('
"No; the i land itself is of .no (;! ~pecial u e to
them. as long as they do not t'hink we ·are liere,"
added Bob.
"We witll stay here for the present and dash
out upon them every now and then, retreating
qnickly and puzzling them as to our whereabouts."
"It will be a good exercise for their minds,
wondering where we are," w,ith a laugh.
"The averag-e redcoat's mlind wiH stand a little
im"Provement," muttered Mark.
The island was some acres in oexitent, quite
J.arge enough to acoommodate one hundred boys
111n<l their horses and provj<le a camp. weH hidden from tlhe main on all sjdes. The British and
Tories having departed the boys wen_t about theiir
work as usual, just as if there were not an enemy within miles.
CHAPTER VII.-A Bold Scheme.
The bO'ys were in camp when Captarin Dashwood
and a score or more redcoats rode up. Sam Sanderson had been watching for them, and n:o:w
signal;l ed to some of the boys. Dick presently
came up and watched the enemy from a saie hiding place.
"There is no sign of them, Captain," said the
lieutenant, wifu whom Dick had seen Dashwood
the day before.
"No; but they may be hiding somewhere."
"But there is no one on the island, sir. It is
positively deserted."
"vVe did not •see many of them here yesterday,
but there were a hundred of them, just the
same."
"To be sure, but w.e don't know thai; they came
back. They were certainly n ot here this morning." .
"You don't know anything about it!" snapped
Dashwood. "I know they are here and I am going to watch them."
Then they withdrew a little into t.'1e swamp
and formed a camp in an open space, on good
ground. Dick withdrew, found Bob, and said:
"That fellow is determined, but I think we can
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get the better of him, even if we prove hlim correct about our ·being here."
Having decided upon the capture of Capita.in
Dashwood, Dick now began to thlnk how it was
to be accompliished. Sam and Ben watched the
enemy, so as to give notice of any change in their
To all appearances, they were going to
~Jans.
stay where they were, to watch the island. Das'hwood evidently suspected that the boys were
there and that if he waited long enough he would
see them.
"How are you going a1bout it, Dick?" asked
·
Bob.
"I must think it over. We might attack them
wdth our full force and capture him that way,
buit that would make a great noise and betray
our position."
"Very true."
"We want to get 'hold of him somehow and not
let al):y one else know that -we are on the island."
"Thait will require more dexterity, Dick."
"Yes, but I think I can trust all the boys to
_
use that."
"The rope wiU hold two 'of us easy, and one of
u s can put him on iii; and come over."
"Yes, that will be the way to manage."
Jack and Harry Thurber wiere sent to w:atch
the point where the boys generalcry swung over.
In a short time Harry came back and repo!'ted
that the redcoats had cut the tree down. There
was another place where the boys cross.ed by a
r-0pe, so that the captain had not done as much
mischief as he supposed. The boys could cross
where the tree had been and fasten the rope to a
stake driven !Into ithe ground. Dick determined
to go over in dlsg'llise with a small number of
boys and watch the oamp.
;He picked out Jack and the two Harrys, that
bemg enough to work without exciting suspicion.
The boys disguised themselves in the or dinary
garb of the region and then wient over to the
main unobserved. The two Harrys went over by
ithe rope at the tree that had been cut do·w n.
After they had landed, the rope was drawn back
Dick and Jack took another way ov.er and wer~
not seen. Then they made th air way towi.J rd the
camp, as if they had come from the villa_ge.. As
they appro-ached it, a redooat walking up and
d,own, halted and said in a surly tone:
"Well, what do you want?"
"Don't Wia nt nothin' as I know on," drawled
Dick. "Goin' ter have a show ?"
"A show, you thick hoE\adl What do you mean
·
by a show?"
"Why; ridin' an' tumblin' an' sech. Yon got
tents, hain't yer? Are you the ringmaster? He
gen'rally has a red coat."
"No, you fool, I am not!" with a snarl.
· "vVell, yer needn'ter get mad over it. Soma
fell ers thinks it's fine ter be a ringmaster ."
Th e lieut enant now came up and said:
"WhaJt do the boys want, Jervis? Who are
they?"
"Reckon yew must be the big ~an o' the show,
ain't yew?" asked Dick. "Yew look puttier'n
t'oth.er chap. When is't goin' ter start? I kin
get a lot o' boys ter come. Whyn't yew have it
clusser ter tow n, 'stead o' her e in th er swamp,
where they''S snakes an' everythin' ?"
"Is there any one on the island?" the lieuten~
ant ·a sked.
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Dick looked over towar.d the place and said
carelessly :
"Well, I reckon you can see as much as I can,
and I don't see no one."
"No, but ~· ou know if there is any one on the
island, don't you?"
"WelJ, s'pose the:y is? What difference is it?
Folks goes there sometimes, huntin'. I've 'b een
there m 'self."
"How did y-O'll get there?"
"How'd yer s 'pose? A boat, o' course. I reckon ye're simple, to ax such fool questions."
The officer made a sudden dash to seize Dick.
The latter saw him, however, sprang aside, and
suddenly put oUJt his foot. The lieutenant fell
over it and measured his length on the grass.
Dick and Jack quickly dove into the bushes and
were out of s ight in a moment. The lieutenant
arose in a very angry frame of mind and ordered
the sentry to fire into the hushes. Tlhe bullet did
not come within ten feet of the boYIS, as they had
shot off to one side as quick as they were .rin the
bushes.
Then the captain wanted to kncm angrily why
ihis rest was disturbed and gave orders that ,i f
Ith.ere was any more firing he must first be notified. The >two Harrys, approaching the camp
from ·a nother direction, had located ·t he captain's
tent, and presently sa:w him eJllter it. Soon everything wias quiet in the..Jittle camp, there being
a noonday drmv1siness in the air which seemed to
effect trees, birds and insects as well as the men.
The four boys were thoroughl'Y wide awake, however, and ready to carry ·o ut one of the most daring ·schemes in wh!ioh they ihad ever •b een concerned.

of a bee to attract Jack. In a moment the boy
was at his s ide. He nodded to show Dick that
everything was quiet all about. Then the two
boys crept toward the cot where the British officer lay aslleep. Jack picked up his belts and
handed them to Dick without a soond. Then he
suddenly Q!.apped a gag in the officer's mouth and
rolled him over. In a moment Dick had bound
!his arms with the belts.
Then the shrill cry of a hawk was heard aa
Dick <and Jack hurried t he astonished captain out
of the tent, ihead and heels. In a brief time a
tremendous firing and shouting were heard on the
opposite side of the little camp. At once Dick
and J ack :had the officer on his feet, running him
through the woods. 'l'he sentry leaped to his
fe~ while everybody else ran to the sp.ot where
the noise was. Harry Thurber and Harry Judson
fired four or five pistols apiece and yelled lik•
wild Indi·a ns. As Jthe astonished and hallf-frightened redcoats came rushing to he spot, they fled
toward the s luggi.sh creek.
Meantime Dick and Jack hurried their prisoner
-to t},le O'ld rope fe~y ait a pace which threw him
into a profuse perspiration. He tried to hang
upon them so as to make more weight to carry.
Jack pricked him in the arm with a knife, and
-he gave up such tricks. As they reached the
felled tree, Dick gave a signrul. Some of the
bo)'1s were awaiting this and the rope was sent
over, weigh,ted, so as make it . carry. The two
boys bound the captain to the heavy rope and
swung hlm off. Will Freeman and Rob Haviland
caught hlm as he r eached the risland. Then ·a
•Shout was heard and redcoats were seen coming.
The two Harrys had escaped, but the absence of
the capt ain had been dic;covered and the redcoats
. w-ere '.h ur rying to find other Liberty Boys. Dick
and Jack w ere seen and the men came rushing
CHAPTER VIII.-The Seheme Succeeds.
on, expecting to caltch them. Will sent the ro~
over,
none too 1soon.
The two Harrys found Jck and Jack, and the
four made their way cautiously <!Jo the back of
"Y.ou go first, Captain! " cried. Jack.
the camp farthest from the island. Here there
"We can bath go, Jack, S-O come ahead."
was no guard posted, as they readily ascertainThey iboth hung tight to the rop e and were
ed. Ther e was ·a guard in front of ithe captajn'.s caught b:y the boys on ·the other side.
tent, but none on the ·e dge of the cam)?· The ·
" If P at sy and Carl can g o over together, I
guar d paced drmvs.ily up and down befo re the guess we can," laughed J ack.
tent, t he march growing slower and slower, with
a s the r edcoats came rushing down to
frequent pauses. The captain was t aking his r est theThen,
jUJSt too late, a ·s core of boys arose and
and must not be disturbed, and the caJlJ.p was as gaveh ank,
a lusty ch eer.
still as th e grave. The men sat around and said
"Wait a lit tle while, me boys, and we'll come
nothing, kno,,-ing that the wrat h of the captain
w<Juld be ~isited upon them if they aroused him. over and get the lif tinant !" r oa red Pat sy.
"Ya, und off you was brought der sheneral, we
Dick and J.ack crept close to the camp and
watched the drows-y sentry. The two Harrys vas come und took him, ·too," Iaughed Carl.
The captain was exhibited in plain sight and
made t heir way to the opposite side of the camp.
At a signal from Dick they were to fire their the redcoats Wlere greatly chagrined. The cappistols and make all the noise they could. Jack tain was proven to be correct in regard to there
watched the sentry, whiile Dick wormed lhimsel:f being Liberty Boys on the island, but those same
thTough t he grass to the tent. A lO'Ud snore ooys had tricked him nicely. There was a sharpwithin t old him that the captain was asleep. er watch kept on >tihe island after tha.t, the lieuQuickly loosening one of the tent pegs, he put tenant ma.lcing up his mind that if he could not
his head under the canvas. The captain lay on a get over to it, neither should they leave it. The
cot not th r ee f eet distant, fast asleep. The front captain was unbom1d ·a nd the gag taken from his
flap was dra'IN"ll so that Dick could not see th e m<Juth w:h en he was allowed a tent for his own
sentry. The man was sitting on a log, half nod- use.
"You will excuse any apparent ill-treatment,
ding. The lieutenant was not in sight, and none
Captain," said Dick, when he had resumed hls
of the men would say anything.
vVith a sharp knife Dick made .a Jong slit in uniform, "but we were bound to take you."
the canvas without attracting any .attention. '!\hen
"Now thalt you have got me, what are you giohe crept in n oiselessly, imitasting the drrowsy hum ing to do with me?" asked Da.s·hwood.
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"T·a ke you to General Sumter," Dick promptly the landing place. They fished in the deeper
water, some even took boats out, and they ·a cted
replied.
as if the presence of a hostile force on the main
"You can't get off ithe island," sneeringly.
"Oh, yes, we can! We have a number of •b oats, Wlas a matter of indifference to them. During
the afternoon the enemy's force was largely inwell concealed."
"Even so, you won't be able to use them," in a creased, but, as !fuey had no boats, the boys did
not seem to mind there being a greater number
tone of triumph.
of them. The captain was closely guarded, al"Why not?" carelessly.
"There is onJy one po•i nt where they ·a re of though treated with the greatest courtesy.
When the evening £hades began to gather, fires
use, and that wdll be watched."
"No doubt, but we will get 0-ver, neveutheleS1s." were lighted, some on the bank, which was pa"You can't, and, ·b esides, we have sent for a trolled, the boys occupying themselves as they
hl.rge number of ·boats, and the King's <troops wiH usually did. The sound of laughter and of song
could be frequently heard, and the boys were evibe over here very soon."
"Not as soon as ypu think. There will not dently in no fear of the redcoats just across the
one hostHe boat cross over to the island while creek. There was no fear of the enemy crossing
to them but, even without that, they seemed to
we are here."
care little about the foe and paid no attention to
· "Hal You make a bold ·a ssertion, Oaptain."
"No bolder than will be warranted by the them. The enemy had fires on the bank and kept
a strict watch on the island, evidently fearing
facts."
"Well, even so. You ma'Y keep our boats from that the boys might cros·s over and attack :them
Ull!awares.
!:anding, but you cannot leave the i•s land." ·
"Oh, yes, and we .are•going to leave ,ilt to-ni·g ht,
The boys acted as if there were no enemies in
not all of us, but sufficient to escort you to Sum- sight, however, and went about their business in
the most natural manner possible. They had
ter's ca.nip."
"Tt will be impossible!" in a tone of. conviction. their suppers, the captain being Dick's guest as
"Wait and see, Captain Dashwood," returnied before and when it grew dark, .t hey occunie<l
themselves in various ways. The enemy kept
Dick, in a careless :tone.
Patsy shortly came up and announced that din- their fire going on the bank, the light shining on
the water ne<a.!1ly over to the island. There were
ner was ready.
"Patsy is a very good cook," remarked Di&, deep shadoWIS along the shore of the isloand which
'"and you may n<YW have an oppo.rtunity of test- the light on the main did not penetrate. .Al; the
night grew darker, the enemy did not always
fn,I?' hls ability."
The captain was quite a stonished at the num- keep up the fires, and now and then the light
ber and variety of the things served, as weM as did not reach more than a few yards out upon
the manner in which they were cooked. The ibhe water. At one of these times Dick went to
neatness of the camp, the discipline and, above Captain Dashwood and said:
all, the thorough ha.rmony which existed among
"We are going to General Sumter's camp. May
the boys, quite surprised hlm.
I exact a p rom ise from you to preserve an abso"Are there many reg-ulars as young as you lute sHence •as long as your campfires are vis,
boys amoi;ig the rebels?" he asked.
ilYle?"
"We are not r egul.ars." said Dick. "We are
"Suppose I should shout to attract the attencomcaptain's
a
hokl'
I
although
independents,
tion of my men?"
tiim·self."
Washington
General
by
signed
ssion,
mi
"If we ·a re in danger, 'You will be shot," firml y.
"But you are under military disciP.Jine ?"
"But if I see a chance of escape I shall call
SumGeneral
to
attached
preqent
at
"Yes, and
upon my men for aid."
ter's command."
"You 'do so at 'your own risk. I could gag you,
.
"It is a pity that you are rebels."
bUJt I will not do so if you will promise to keep
patriots.
"But we are not. We a-re Ame1;ican
quiet."
Tl' ~ ' '('. is not a rebel among us. Every one of the
"How could I do so, if I saw a chance of es~o~: ~; is tho oughly obedie t. You don't call such
ca'Pe?"
.
'!'ebels , do you?"
"One of the Liberty Boys will remind you by
"But you are fig-hiting against your King."
putti,ng a pistol to your head," grimly.
"No we are arrayed against a tvrant and are
Dash.wood could' not keep from trembling as hi>
deterntlned to secure our independence."
"But you will be starved off the island and answe:ried:
"You are ·a determined lot of young--"
.
made prisoners, you and all of your boys-'.'
"Patriots," interposed Dick.
"We could leave the island now," sa1d D1c.k
"Well, rebels or not, you are thoroughly de"Your men would be hurt; a handful against us."
"Even if you left. you would only run into a termined."
"Yes, we are. Come, we are about to set out."
much greater force."
In the deepest shadow along the bank two or
"Vve do not want to leave now," returned Dick,
"but I shall leave the island to-night, and you three boats were ready to set out. In one were
three horses, attended by two boys. In another
go with me."
Dick and the prisoner took their places, Jack and
Harry Thurber sitting on either side of the p1~s·
oner. Dick steered and Harry Judson rowed with
CHAPTER IX.-A Dangerous Undertaking.
muf!l.ed oars. In the third boat were half a
Now that the redcoats knew that they were do:::en boy,s, bringing tip the rear. At the same
on the island, the boys made no attempt to con- moment the three boats glided noise1essly along
.
ceal their presence on it. They appeared fre- the bank in the shadows.
On the main shore the sentries were hailing
quently in the open woods along the bank and at
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each other, while in the camp some of 'th~ redcaats wer e singing n oisily. Slowly .and silently
the boats glided along and not a susp1c1on seemed
to exist on the opposite shore that there were
any about. Slowly and steadily the boys ro:wed,
but not a sound betrayed them. Some one stin··ed
up one of the fires on the main, bwt its light did
not reach the boats to betray them.
Jack Warren laid his pistol on Da shwood's arm, '
('ausing him to tremble slightly. Then another
fire blazed up, but that was farther away than
the first. Some of the fires on the island burned
up brig11tly but these made the shadows along
the bank ail the deeper . More of the enemy's
fires blazed up, but the boats kept steadily on
beyond a turn i.n the c l'ee ~c They could not go
much farther without get.t111g mto mud on shore.
Right ncross the creek they steered, but there
were no fires arouncl the turn, a nd they we11e n?t
.seen. Steadilr on without a sound they went till
<the farth er sl1ore was rcacl1ed. There were sentries within fifty · feet of where the leading boat
drew up. The horses we1·e landed very quietly.
They were Dick Slater's black Major, Bob's bay,
and Jac>k Warren's bay mare. The boys la.ncled
the horses, and then Dick went ashore, J ack and
Harry Thurber following with Dashwood between
them. In the utmost silence the boys with the
horses went on, the boys in the third boat r emaining close to sho r e. Suddenly one of the sentries
!heard a suspicious sound.
"Who goes there?" he demanded sharply.
The boys were putting Das hwoocl o~ Bob's
horse. Dick quickly mounted on one side and
Jack on the other. Then they hurried off in the
darknes'.", .ha th knowing the road.
"Who goes there? Halt!" the sentry cried.
Then a shot was fired, but Dick was safe. The
bovs on shorn fired a few shots to dra'.V a ttention from Dick. Then t~ey hurried to their boat.
The bo \'f' in the third borut opened fire on tlie
enemy, who fell back. Then the thr~e boats ~hot
cut into the stream and put for the 1 ~land. F• res
blazed up anrl redcoats came running to the shore
thin'Jdng I hat the Libe1ly Boys were about to attack them.
The three boats glided rapidly towarcl th t> i~
lan·d, ann. n ow the enemy saw that they had been
-0utwitted. In what manner they could not frll.
~mt now a party set out in the dirc'ction ~ak 'r> lw
Di<'k and .Jack with the prisoner. Th e>• wc--2 not
·well acquainted wit'h the road and at niP."ht "'"'re
~pt to get into swamp holes. Even by day they
.could not have overtaken Dick and Jack, who
rode the two swiftest horses in the troop. Rob's
bay was among the next fastest, and the enemy
had no horses as fast as the bay. Those following speedil y got into trouble, while Dick and
Jack went right on, knowing every turn. Once
out of the swamp , they went still fast"'r. and
i!Ven if the redcoats had been on the road there
would have been no hope for them. Th e stars
gave them some light, and then the moon came
up, and on they rode. C~ptain Dashwood had r:o
chance of escape, with Jack's left hand on !us
bridle rein and a big pi stol in the other. The bay
mare seemed to go without guiding, but she kept
o:n as Bob's bay did, and he was directed by Dick.
"You are a couple of plucky young fellows,"
muttered Dashwood.
0

"Thank you!" said Dick.
being called rebel s."

"That is better than

CHAPTER X.-Another Attack.
The pickets at Sumter's camp w.e re surprised,
late that night, to 1-lear three riders approaching
and there was a sharp challenge.
'
"W'h!o goes there?"
"Captain Slater and Private Warren, of the
Liberty Boys, with a prisoner," answered Dick,
halting.
"Advance, Captain Slater, with your prisoner,"
and the fires blazed up.
Dick wa:s instantly r ecognized, Jack being also
known to many of Sumter's men. When the
prisoner's rank was seen there was a great deal
of surprise, and Dick was besieged with questior.is. Dashwood was turned over to the g-uard,
while J ack Warr en answered the questions. Dick
saw some of Sumter's officers, explained the matter briefly, and added:
"We must return, a~ we must be on the island
before daybreak."
"You may see us thPre early in the morning,"
one of the officers r epli ed.
"I shall be very g lad to do so." said Dick.
He and Jack t11en set out with Bob's bav. Thez
did not see Dashwoocl again. not wishing to add
to his chag rin by takin ~· leaye of him as a prisoner. The Liberty Boys were on the watch f:O'l'
Dick and Bob, but th e enemy's camp was wide
awake. They \Ye1·e !"atisfied, app:nently, that the
Libe1ty Doys would not attack the m that night,
bn t thougM that rei TJforcements had been sent
for. 'I'bey w en• on the wstch for t hem, therefo re, anri kept more g.·i.rnrcl on the road than on
the isl?.ncl. It was n ot fa1· from da,.vn when t he
distant crnwing- of a cock was heard. The redcoats att::iched no import ance to this. Bob knew
th a t it Y>as a signal from Dick, however. A fiatr•oat, 'o ,,·er! b:: the two Harrys and steered by
Hen Spur:ilck g-lided out from ~he bank and made
it" ,·:ay rc>.pidiy and cautionsly across the creek.
The enr01,;.· y.·ere wa.tehin'.'· the road through the
swamp ai;rl not th e isb;1d. The boat reached ·the
bank and 1.1,e horses were eP1barked. Dick and
J ac: l ~ looked after th e animals \\·hil.e the boys
rowed. No u' a r m was :;iven and the boat reached
the island, ' 'here the boys landed. Then it was
drawn up out of sight and all was dark and still
a s before. 'l'he whole affair of delivering the
prisoner and returning to camp had been conducted in the most successful manner and without an
accident. The boys now beg an to look forward
to the ::inival of General Sumter. The enemy
were still watching the road through the swamp
in order to oppose the advance of the expected
reinforcements.
'The~· had not com e, as had been expected, and
the redcoats were puzzled. Dick kept a lookout
for them, mean ing to go to the main as soon as
they appeai·ed. The boy.s had their breakfasts
and were keeping a sharp lookout, when Dick
heard the sound of the coming of Sumter.
"Get ready, boys," he said. "We will go over
in the boats."
When the enemy saw the boys making preparations to leave the island, they sent a strong force
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the landing p,l ace to prevent them from coming ashore. The boats were dTawn out one at a
time a.'ld filied, but remained at the island, awaiting the signal to start. Before long theTe was an
alarm from the swamp. Sumter had evidently
oome up and was about to attack the enemy.
Then the boats began to advance, two or three
a.breast and in three or four lines. The enemy
made a great show of opposition at the shore, but
now there was the sound of rapid firing in the
swamp. The boats advanced and, as they neared
the shore the boys opened fire upon the redooats.
On they oame, delivering sucll a telling fire
that the redooaits began to fall back. The firing
in front increased, and Sumter was evidently
ma!king a vig0<rous attack. One boat after another r eached the bank and landed the boys, who
pressed forward vigorously. It began to look as
if the British would be caught between two fires.
They fell back r apidly and soon all the boys
wer e landed and the full force pressed forward.
The two jaws of the trap were rap idly closing
upon the enemy. They slipped between them
however, an<l vapidly retreated toward their oiJ.d
position beyond the swamp. Sumter did not pursue them to any distance, as he was likely to
encounter a superior force if he did. Having
driven the enemy out of the swamp, he retired
'vit hin it to a safe distance and encamped' at a
point difficult to reach.
The Liberty Boy.s took up a position partly on
the island and partly on the main, occupying
Dashwood's old camp. The British captain was
still a prisoner but had offered his parole, which
lhe would not accept. His respect for 1the Liberty
Boys had greatly increased, and he n<>W regarded
them as foes wortlhy of Ms steel. Dick was prepared to remain on the swamy is1and and make
frequent sallies up()ll the enemy, or to go with
Sumter, according as circumstances directed. For
a time he had part of his force on the island and
part on the main.
"Sure Oi think Oi'll shtay on <fury land meself," Patsy said. "It's niver a fish Oi wor an'
Oi do prefer the land."
"Don'd dot Iand been wet alzo, some off dose
dimes, Batsy?" inquired Carl.
"Oi suppose it do, phwin it rains, but it's al..-.av,s dhrier nor the wather."
"I t'ought maybe you was liked to stay dot island on for cause it would put you in min<l off
Jreland, ain't it?"
"Go on 'vi'llh ye, sure we do have islands bigg er nor that in some av the lakes over in Oirel.and."
"Dot was ein pooty goat blaces, don'd it?"
"Sure it is."
"Der finest in der worldt ?"
"Thrue for ye. Sure there's no place loike it."
"Den why you don'd stayed dere, off it was so
·
l"OOt?"
"Sure, don't Oi want to thravel an' see the
world?"
"For why, off you was t'ou ght dot was so fine?"
"Well, begorry, I had an idee that Oi'd r:ieet a
foine felly loike yerself," laughed the jolly fellow, "an' Oi cudn't kape away from Amedlcy."
"Humbug!" said Carl; but he was pleased, nev~.rfueless, at P.atsy's bit of flattery.
With Sumt&r's men guard.i nd' tho swamp it was
not likely tlhat the enemy would approach, exf;o
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c~pt ii: large n~mbers. After dinner, however,
Dick <hsgwsed himself and took an ordinary horse
to ~ee what move the enemy was making, if any.
MaJor was too well known, and so Dick left him
behind and also wore a different disguise from the
one he had been seen in. He advanced as far as
the wayside inn without seeing any of the enemy.
He entered the inn and made himself known to
Eunice, who had not recognized him, although
she had seen him often.
"The enemy have nort troubled you?" he asked.
"No; but they are in the neighborhood. Potter is also enlarging his band, and I think means
to trouhle the patr iots."
"Then we will have t o troµble him in our t ur n."
At that moment t here was the clatter ·o f hoofs
on the road and, liooking out, Dick saw P eleg
Potter and half a dozen men come riding up.
Potter and two or thTee others presently entered,
but failed to recognize Dick.

CHAP.rER XI.-A Strange Find.
Potter and his men took seats and called for
something to eat and drink and for pipes and
tobacco. The l.andfo·r d and the potboys w aited
on them, Eunice retirin·g. Peleg did not recognize Dick, bwt presently said to him:
"That your b_orse out there, boy?"
"Reckon it is," replied Dick, in a careless tone.
"W!ha't :you want fo·r him, ? "
"I ain't seHin' -him."
"We'll, I W-Ould take him if I liked, but I'm offlerin' you money for ihim."
"An' I don't want 1o sell !him, I teU you ."
"You better, before we take him. We're goin'
to take everything we want. They ain't no rebels around to stop u.s."
"Maybe tJhere will be, before you know it," ,
thought Dick.
"Go owt and get that horse," continued Peleg,
turning to one <>f his men.
The fellow started to do as he was bid, when
Dick pushed him aside and ran out ahead of him.
"Hello, gat that strange horse!" shouted Potter,
put ting his head out of tbe window.
'.!'here were two or tihree of the band outside.
They were abcmt to take Dick's horse, when Dick
·
himself came out.
"Here, leggo that hoss; it's mine!" h e said de.
.
cidedly.
"''I1ain't yours ; it's ours !" snorted the man.
Then, as he went to untether the animal, Dick
tripped him up and 'he found himself on h is back
in a moment. Another r an up to seize Dick and
goit a blow between he eyes " 41ich stunned him.
The other man t ri ed to cat ch Dick by the leg as
he spl'ang- in to the saddl e, and he was upset.
Potter himself came rnnning out wit h the r est
of h is men , but was too late. Dick took a :lien ce
and went dashing off across field s towa r d t h&
camp.
"If those fellows r emain in the neig-hborhood
they'll all get in jail in a slhort time," hG said to
him self ,
Cutt ing Int o a road, he heard !lOme one oom~
ing. In a moment ho w&.11 hiddtil a.monl' the
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bushes. Then a number of evil-looking . fellows
oame along -0n horseback, and Dick heard one of
them say:
"W e'H start from the tavern, I reckon, and
!!Weep right 'round the deestrict?"
"~us, as fur as the Catawba an' back again,
an' every rebel we m eet will catch it."
'Tlhen the men rode on.
"Perhaps somebo.d.y else will catch it," said
Dick to himself, as he hurried on.
Reaching t'he camp, he took first the boys on
1Jhe main. The others were to foll ow a s fast as
tihey could get ready. l\'Ia1·k went wit h Dick,
. and Bob was to follow with the rest of the bo ys.
The projected maraud, if not started by th e r edcoats, was cert.a.inly connived at by them, a nd
Dick determ4ned to g·ive them a surprise also.
Arriving in sight of the tavern, he saw a considerable force of irregu Jars assembled. Potter
was on the doorstep of the inn, haranguing the
crowd.
"Forward!" cried Dick. "Scatter the Tories!"
The pilucky fellows rode forward at a gaHop
and t he Tories fell back a short di·s tance.
"Down with :bhe young rebels !" snarled Peleg,
"·a n' then burn the tavern !"
TheTe were fewer of the Liberty Boys than
1Jh.er e were of the T{ffies, and P eleg thought ihe
would qui ckly vanquiSh the young patriots. Di.ck
was not afrai d to meet the enemy, even with
on1y half his force, and he gave the word -to
duirge. Some of the Tories had a lr eady applied
tihe torch to the owtbuildings. These were charged upon first and put to rout. Then the boys attacked the main body of the Tories. In spite of
P otter's boast, he was obli·g ed to retreat in a
s'hollt time. Then Bob and the other half of the
troop came up, but had no h and in routing ~he
Tories. It was just as well that they came up,
however. A detachment of redcoats, hearing tJhe
firing, now crune up. They flew at the Liberty
Boys, thinking to vanquish .the~ in short order.
Dick had his fuH troop with him now and was
n-ot afraid to meet the enemy. Potter and his
Tory> marauders had fled and did not return.
"Disperse, you roung r ebels!" commanded the
leader of tire British.
"Come and disperse us !" r etorted Dick, forming hi s boys in line of 'l>att le.
The enemy came on in all confidence, but pr esently r ealized that it was going to be a harder
task to disperse the "young rebel s" than they
had supposed. The gal1ant lads suddenly charg ed
t hout waiting- to be attacked. In a moment
ere was the liveliest kind of a scrimma:;e, and
e brave young p atriots were not at the bottom.
uskets cracked and pistols rat tled. thf' daPin.g·
bon cheered and there wa s ·a t er.;. 13.c din. The
o'.hfi.rge of t'he boys was a fi erc e one, a--:c! t'.te r edcoat s were o·b liged to fall back. Bdo1'i: lo71 g
r einforcement s came, but the boys wer e already
on t heir way back to camp.
The l'tldcoats now aet ont In purr.uit, but the
!boys halted in a wo·od and practiced backwoods
rni;rhods on the en·emy, greatly to their discomfiture. Then a detachment of Sumter's troops
came up and assisted ·t he boys, and the redcoats
retre11-tecl. Dick returned to camp, occupying the
island and the shore near it, as before.
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CHAPTER XII.-The Storm.
The next morning the Liberty Boys \\·er e again
attacked by the enemy. T•h e enemy were driven
back, but there were more coming, and Dick sent
aH the horses over to the island and then the
boys went once. The enemy came up, but the
boys were safe on the swamp island now and
could not be rea ch ed. The redcoats fired volleys
,at them and presently a cou ple of field pieces
were dragged up an d turned upon the island.
The bo ys were hi dden in t h e bushes and the enemy did not know w.herc t o fi re. The camp being
in t he interi or of the isl and, t he gunners could
no:t see it a nd could p;et no point at wh ich t o aim.
T hen, t oo, the h idden shar pshooters, lying in
the b ushes on the sho1·e of th e islan d, began t o
open fire upon them. Tl1e <leads.h ots of the L iberty Boys quickly fo r ced them t o v acate, and t he .
guns were pra ctically useless. Night came on
and the boys lighted their campfires, so as to
keep a watch upon the enemy. The latr.er had
their fires lighted · as we11, and the boys could see
th<e:ir camp. There was a stron g fo r ce there, but
they had no boats, and so the b oys were safe.
"We may have to leave the island," declared
Dick.
"Yes ; the enemy know s the way into the ·s wamp
now," retu·r ned Bob.
"It was all very w•ell at first, b efore they knew
we were h ere, but now I think we had bett er
leave."
•
" Can we?" a sk ed Bob.
"Yes, I think there will be a way," shortly.
"Ve1·y good; but I'd like to get up that treasure chest before we go, now tha t we know where
it is."
"Well, ibhere are other t hin gs a s important as
tlhat," with a sm:i>le.
"Yes, I sup pose there are."
"I want to know whait the enemy intend doing,
and I t hink I will go over there and try to fi nd
out."
"Well, one of our rop e ferries is in good work ing or der, and they don't know where it is,"
laughing.
"No, and they h ave no fir e at that point."
Somewhat la ter, there bein g sign s of a coming •
stJon,1, Dick went down to the bank and r econnoit ered. T here vas no one in sight on the m ain
a t tho,t p oint and h e he-ard n o suspicious sounds.
Releasing the rope, he seized :it firmly with both
h ands and s>vung off. In a moment he was on
the other side and securing the rope to a tree
where :it was nat seen among t he b1-.anehes. Then
h e made his way toward the Briti sh camp, the
evidences of the approachring sto.r m being more
~~p parent.
He presently saw the fires and ad·
v ance<l cc:.ntiously. H e saw the pickets m arching
up a.nd clown and hea1·d their answering hails.
Then tlle wind began to blow and ther e w::i.s some
ra in.
'"We shall have a storm," h e said. "Perhaps I
had -better reiturn. My tree may be uproot ed."
The wind increa sed in violence and the rain
began to come down h eavier. He therefore lef1t
the camp and hurried toward the rope ferry. He
crossed OY€r and was just under shelter when t..11e
storn1 broke in ,great violence. 'Dh e wind crone
sweeping through the wo ods, the rain and hail
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pelted down and the waters of <the creek were himself. He told Dick that he was thinking of
lashed into foam. Saplings bent nearly 1Jo the leaving tho·se pal'ts shortly and that he wished
..ground before the blast, and stout trees on the the Liberty Boys to go with him.
"We are ready to go at any time, General,"
bank \Vere uprooted and went crashing into tfue
- • stream. The boys coold see that the redcoats Dick replied.
He had all his camp equipage brought over
-..v ere having trouble, some of the tents being
blo \•,·;.1 down and the creek ·overflowing in P'l aces from rthe island and made his camp on the main.
Then Bob suggested i.l'h.at they have another
and driving ·them back.
On the island the boys were more sheltered search for. tlhe treasure chest in the creek. Bob
from the sto1m and the tents did not suffer, nor werut down, but found that the sto1m of the night
were they inundated by the overflowing of flte before had driven in so much sand bhat there
creek. The wind and rain continued for two or w·a s no trace of the chest. Everything was covthree hours, although not wit;h the same viole;nce ered, and not even a single golclpiece could be
as at first. The storm ceased toward mornmg, found. No one knew how the CJ.'i.est lhad come to
and when tJhe sun arose everything was light and be at the bottom of the cr eek, and probably never
calm. The trees to which the ropes were hung would know, or ever see it a.gain.
had been uprooted, and . tne boys hacT now on'ly
"Not even the fishes wil.J get it now," declared
tJ-.e boats to take them to ·the main. An hour or Bob.
so -later there was sei;;n to be some great aotivjty
"Well, we got thirty or forty pounds out of it"
in the British camp. Then mei;i w1ere seen commg answered Mark, "and that is betiter than nothdown to the shore, bearing flat boats, wl>Jch were ing."
put in the water.
"Yes, and it is probably aH we or any one else
"H'm! They are getting ready to vi.s it, are will ever get," returned Bob.
thev?" muttered Bob.
"Well, even that much will do the cause O'ood,"
"Then we mus t be pDepared to receive them," decl a•r ed Dfok.
"'
he turned Dick quietly.
"But no one who hrad not seen how we got id;
would ever believe it," remarked Ben.
After dinner Dick set out in the direction of
the wayside inn witJh Mark, Jack, the two Harrys,
Ben and Sam. They were within half a m.He of
CHAPTER XIII.-Eunice a Prisoner.
the tavern, riding ~long ·a rough road with woods
The enemy shortly began to fill their boats and on e~ther side, when they h eard a s 'il:l cry of
send them out w·;ith the evident intention of cross- alarm.
"Some one is 1n trouble, forwar " cried Dick.
ing to tlhe swamp island. Then Dick ordered his
own boats out to meet them. The boaits of the . The boys dashed a:head .and jJi around a tu:r;:i
Ljberty Boys came out in a half circle, so as to m the road, at a crossroads, they saw Eunice
enclose those of -the enemy. There were still Grant, the innkeeper's daughter, struggling witfu
pleruty of the bo!ys on tb,e ·i.s land. The enemy three or four evil-looking men. At ·t hat momenJt,
tried to use their field pieces against the boys' Peleg Potter, who was one of the scoundrels, sudboats, to prevent their advancing. Then the denly oauglht itlhe gili up, put her in tlhe saddle
sharpslioO!ters on the is1'and got to work. Mus- and jumped up behind her on a vicious-lookill€·
kets began rattling all ialong the Hne and tfue but spe~dy horse. The others quickly fo llowed,
gunners suddenly found themselves being made ·aH dashing off on the road to the north, w"u:tlch
targets of by the expert marksmen of the Lib- led quite away from the inn. Eunice had been
..erty Boys. No one dared to try to serve the riding, but the Tories had dragged her from her
guns and they were abandoned. The boats ad- horse, '"1hich now galloped away. Dick on MajoT,
vanced and soon there was firing all along the Jack o.n ,his s peedy bay mare and Mark on h.i.5
lice. The enemy found that thefr progress was big gray, were in the lead .as the boys now fl~
fraught with more dangers than ·t hey had antici- after the ruffians. The latter, not expecting pu~
pated. The bovs in the boats and those on the suiit so soon, urged 1tlheir horses to the utmost b~
island were peppering them without intermfasion. whip, voice a.nd spur. Potter took the lead arn'
Some were in trees and some were on the bank, made good speed, although he could not hope ti<·
but they were all first-class marksmen. The boys outride even Mark Mo-rrison's gray, which wac·
in the baats kept up a constant fusiHade with not as speedy as Jack's mare or Dick Slater'
muskets and pistols, and itlh:e progress of the en- black. Tlhe otlhers, to give Pel eg a chance to get
emy'·s boats was slow. Then a large force sent away, hung back and began firing at the boys.
"H'm! We can do as well as that ourselves,"
by Sumter, suddenly appeared, and the enemy
was caught between two fires . Sumter, hearing spwbtered Jack. "Shall I fire, Captain?"
the firing, had judged that the boys were being
"Yes, Jack."
The plucky feHow unslung his musket as hie
attacked and ihad sent a furce to the rescue. The
line of boaits from the island now advanced rap- rode and fired. Crack! He seemed to take no
idly, and a hot v'Olley was poured in upon the aim, but, a moment later, one of the ruffians fell
enemy. The latter's boats fell back and the men out of his saddle. He picked himself up out of
in them made all haste to land, to oppose Sumter. the bushes at the side of the road and hurried
The boys landed ·a nd sent in a steady fire upon into the woods, his horse dashing on. Then Mark
the redcoats. Dick then sent back the boaits fired two rapid pistol shots and hLt another of _,..
and, before long, all of the brave boys w&e at- t:he Tories in the shoulder. The firing was too
tacking the British with great fury. The enemy hot fur the miscreants, and they now rode OD
quickly fled, finding the fight too hot. Sumter after Peleg.
"They found that two could play at that g ame,
did not pursue them, and soon had the region to
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I guess," laughed Ben Spurlock, who, riding a

roan, was close behind Mark.
The Tories presently disappeare d behiind a
thick clump of trees and the boys dashed on
after them. They shortly came to two rough
roads, upon both of which there were fresh hoo:fprints.
.
"Take the left, Ben!" Dick cried. "This way,
boys!"
Then they rode on swiftly, without having lost
a mome,'lt. Ben and the others took the road to
the left, so that whi~hever way ~leg Potter
went, he was sure to have three or four brave
boys on ~1is trail. Dick flew on, Jack at his side,
and in a short time they caught sight of Peleg
alone, and riding like the wind.
I

.. i'

~ !~ ... •
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CHAPTER XIV.-A Hot Pursuit.
Potter had Eunloe on the saddle in front of
him and was urging the horse on at :foll speed.
The animal was breathing heav.ily and, with his
<louble burden, could not long keep up that terrible speed. Peleg sihot around a bend and was
()Ut of sighrt for some mQments.
Dick hieard the
Ji.orse rtili.undering on, and then for a moment
iieard nothing. Then he heard the tramp of his
~oofs again, bUJt with ~ different sound. Hurrying on, he presentlliy stopped and said to Mark
end Jack:
"The fellow is making for the swamp."
"But thait hm't the Wa.y," said Mark.
f'Q:h, put the 'horse is without a rider!"
"Jovel Here are fooitprints, sure enough!"
"Yes, P()tJter stotped for a moment and senrt
ithe horse a.head.
knew by the soond that he
had no one on ilrl-s ack."
There were footprints leading from the i·oad
toward a swamp, where the grass and bushee
were ihigh enough to hide any one ten feet a'head,
The OOY5 oould not see Peleg, but his f.ooltprinits
were very plain.
"I'll stay and watch tJhe horses," suggested
Jack.
"Lead them in here a few yards ·a nd tJhey will
be safe enough,'' replied Dick.
The horses would stand without beinr tetihered,
and tJhey were left in the p ath while the boYll
!hurried on. The trail was an easy one to fo1low,
and they co.uld even hear POltter crashing tlhrough
the brush, although they could not see him. Pres
ently, !however, Dick stopped and said:
"The scoundrel has gone on without !her. Look
carefully. He has thrown her into the bushes."
They could sitill hear Pelieg hurrying 6Il, but
Dick saw signs which showed that the man had
aeft his l:>urden somewihere in the thicket. Ja.ck
presently found !her 1'ying uncoosclou s in 1ihe tai1
g rass, close to a boghole, whidh she had nar1·ow ly escaped. Pe.leg had thrown ·h er into the
grass and gone on alone to avoid capture.
"Let the scoundrel go," said Dick. "We will
reckon wirtili. him at another time."
They took the girl out of tJhe swamp and sihe
presently recovered and seemed overjoyed to find
that She was not still with the Tory.
"The villain !has esoo.ped,'' said Dick, "bUJt he
will have to account to us some day for this."
1
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"He said he was bound to marry me," replied
Eunice, "but I would not have such a wretch!"
"I should say notl" echoed Mark and Jack.
"We were fortunate in coming up when we
did,'' observed Dick.
"Yes, I .am glad you did. Otherwise no one
would !have known where I was."
"We gave tihe fellow such a hot ohase that he
!had to neal'ly ki11 his horse and then leave you
behind,'' added Mark.
"The Liberty Boys give all scoundrels a holt
chase," declared Jack.
"They should not be spared,'' answered the girl,
"and I am very tihankful :that you did not spare
ti:P:s fellow.''
"We wiill look after Mr. Pelieg Potter, ·a nd his
band of scoundrels, '' declared Dick.
"He's as bad as Bill Cunningha m," said Mark.
"And we made him get out of this region at a
lively rate," added Dick.
"Then Peleg will have to g-0 still faster," laugh·
eel Jack.
.
They took their h<nises to the road and Jack
made the girl share the baiy mare with him.
Mark, who was a hlt of a tease, gave Jack a sly
"\Vink, l>ut the boy simply grinned and went on.
After a time tihey came upon Ben's party and
rode on toward t!h,e tavern. ·
"We had a brush with tihe Tories," said Harry
Thurber-, "and tihey said thait Potter had taken
t!he otiher road."
"'l"hey qwi1te ebjeeted to our pursuing them so
close," laughed Ha1-ry Judson, "but we told them
that was a habit of ours."
"They wanted to make us think tlhat they had
nothing to do with it," Ben added.
"They are just that sort," decl.ared Mark.
"Yes, l>ut we told them we never swallowed
sucih stufl' as that."
"Yes, and Ben gave .them just five seconds to
get out," chuckled Sam,
"Did they need as much time as that?" asked

Jack.

"No; ithey were away in three," with a laugh.
The b-Oys readhed the tavern, where the land·
ford, wh-0 had not heard of Eunice's adventure
.thanked them all heartily.
'
"Peleg said so;net!hing to me once about wantinir to man·y t he girl," he said, "and I kn~ked
him down."
"Quite rlg'hit," declared all the boys.
"This was for revenge, I suppose, but if I see
him I'H have some of my own."
"I thought tihe wretdhes had left the region,"
remarked Dick, ".but if they do not, we will see
iliat they do yery shortliy."
'"Dhat's r;ight, Captain, and the soone1· the better."
The boys then returned to tihe camp near the
island, seeing nothing of any redcoats on the
way. When they reached camp Patsy was on
guard and said:
"Sure, it's glad OJ am to see ye, Captain dear,
an' it's news 01 ihave for ye. It wor given to meself, Corporal Patsy Brannigan, no less, to give
to ye.''
"Well, why you don'd was toldt der gaptain
dose IlJ6W8eS already} und not keeped 'him waiting?" sputtered Car .
"Sure, it's yerself that's kapin' me, Cookyspil~
ler."
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"I think there's a pair of them," laughed Ben.

"Sure, thin it's the Gin'ral that says ye're to
march wid him in the mornin' to dhrive out the
redcouts."
"Very good, Patsy," replied Dick, "and I am
as glad to get the news as you are to give it."
"Ya, und off I don'd was sticked ein pin in
him, yC>u don'd was had him yet already," laug1hed
Carl.
"Go on with ye," said Patsy, in pretended anger.
"Sure ye don't know how to deliver a message."
"Hmnbug ! I was toldt dot while you was
tought abouid it."
The boys were gl ad to know that there would
be active service for them very shortly, and they
made ready to go on the march wi,t h a good will.
There was no alarm during the nig1h,t and it was
evident that the redcoats had left the neighborhood. In the morning the boys set out and quickly joined Sumter.
CHAPTER XV.-The Spy.
Sumter moved toward the Catawba, where
Tarleton had k11tel•y been harassing tfue region.
Cornwallis was operating in the Carolinas at the
time and Jrnd clispatohed Tarleton, Turnbull and
others on various predatory missions. The Liberty Boys were always eager to meet Tarleton,
for whom they felt the greatest contempt and
never lost an opportunity of punishing him. The
boys were well settled in camp, on the lookout for
T arleton and other enemies. Ben Spurlock was
on duty at the edge of the camp when he saw
rather a handsome boy come riding up. He was
dressed in ordinary homespun, but there was
something about him which attracted Ben's notice
at once.
"That's rather a nice chap," he said to himself, "but he's •a bit delicate, I fancy"
The boy rode up, halted, and, stil:l sitting on
ihis horse, said:
"ls this the camp of the Liberty Boys?"
Ben said that it was and began to wonder where
he had <>een the boy before.
"Is Captain Slater in canl'P ?" the boy a sked.
"Yes, but tel,J me, !haven't I seen you before
somewhere?"
The boy laughed and then blushed, something
'Ulusual for a boy, and answered:
"Yes, I think you have, but I wasn't a bdy
then."
"Why, it's Eunice!" laughed Ben. "You are a
fin e-looking boy, I must admit."
"Thank you, but I must see the captain."
"All right. Hello, J •ack; go get the captain,
will you?"
Jack Warren was passing at a little distance
when Ben hailed him.
"Ce1·tainly!" he a nswered readi ly, and ran away
to fetch Dick.
When the latter came up he looked sharp,Jy at
the girl and said:
"Wei·!, if you are not Eunice Grant herself, you
are her twin brother."
"No, I am Eunice," the girl answered. "I find
it more e<>nvenient to dress this way. I can spy
on the enemy better and, by the way.. I h:we news
for you."
"Of Tarleton 01· TurnbuLl ?"
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"No; but of a supply train from i;ine.t y.six,
bound to Camden."
"That i s good news. Sumtel' must know this."
"Peleg Potter and his Tories are in the neighborhood."
"Then the'Y must be driven out of it. You are
visiting here?"
"Yes, and doing what I can to help the cause."
"You alw1aiys did that, so that is no news," with
a smile.
"Now I must go. The train will come by way
of the Wivteree ford, but I don't know just at
what time."
"Very good. We will be on the lookout for it."
Eunice then rode away, and Dick got Major
rnacly to go over to Sumter's camp.
"Don't you think it strange for the &'irl to go
riding about the country like that?" asKed Jack.
"I have known others to do it," Ben replied.
"To go following us ?"
"Well, not that, p c1'haps, but to assume boy's
clothec in Ol'der to spy upon the enemy."
"Yes, that could be done, of course, but the
girl could spy on tJ1em at home."
"The 1ie<lcoarts have left."
.
"So had we," laughed J ack , and then he began
to whistle.
"Wlhat are you whistling for?" asked Ben. "I'll
wager you are thinking of something."
"Is that unusuaJ ?" with a merr~r laugh.
"No; but it's <>omething particulm·, this time,
I'm sure."
"The innkeeper's daughter is not your sw~
!heart, Ben ? "
"No, indeed."
"Nor mine; but--" and Jack began whistling
again.
"But what, you queer fellow ?" asked Ben.
"She mig'ht be some other fellow's."
"And follow us around to be near him?"
"Yes."
"But she saw only you and me. It can't be
Dick, of course."
"No ; he has one of his own. You may be sure
that she's fond of one of our boys, and that is
why she goes about this way."
"H'm! I never thought of it."
"And we'll see her again befol'e long, you may
ibe certain."
"Perhaps," with a laugh.
"There is no 'perhaps' about it, old man; it is a
certainty."
"vVhat ate you two boys discussing so earnestly ?" asked Dick, ridin.i< up at that instant.
Jack told him at once, for the boys had no
secrets from Dick Slater.
"I belieYe you are right, Jack," said Dick. "The
girl'~ appcarnnce }> ere so soon after our own arriv al would give color to such a belief."
"She could act as a spy, of course, for she has
helped us before."
.
"Yes, a number of tim es. \Veil, whoever the
boy is, lie is a lucky fellow, for Eunice is an exceedingly fine girl."
Dick .the!! left the ca.mp and rode off at a good
rate. As he was ridinl?' on he suddenly heard a
clatter of hoofs on a byroad leading into his own.
He halted and in another moment caught sight
of a party of mounted redcoats. They saw him
at the same instant. Dick wheeled and was
dashing away when a pai"liy of British f oot sol-

t
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diei"s came out of a wood in front of him. Re
was immediatel y surrounded and forced to dismount.
"There troops mu~t have just come up," he
said to himself, "or Eunice would have known of
them."
At that moment an officer rode up and said,
with a touch of sarcasm in his tones:
"This meeting gives me great pleasure, Captain
Slater. We will take tlhe best care of you."
The officer was Lieutenant Hazzard, whom Dick
had met with Captain Dashwood at the swamp
island.
"I suppose you wi.11," said Dick shor:tly.
"As good care as you took of Captain DashwooJ, in fact."
"Oi1, I don't think you can hope to do that,"
uickly.
"You mean that you !hope we won't," with a
ihalf sneer.
"Not at all; I meant what I said."
"You will find that you won't get away from
us. Where are fille Libeiity Boys?"
"In camp," tersely.
·"H'm I I suppose so; but where is that? How
far from here ? "
"You wil1l have to get your informatio n from
some o1Jher source, Lieutenant ."
"Oh, well, we wiLI probably learn the whereabouts of the young rebels before long. Orf
course you could not be expected to tell us."
"I certainly shall not, whether it is expected
of me or not," shortJiy.,
There was a farmhouse not far awa'Y, and the
party now made 1ts quarters a:t the place. Dick
was nominally a prisoner, but was not confined
to any room in the ho.use, being all<>wed to go
about as he chose, although always accompanie d.
"It would be easier to gieit away if I were locked up, under guard," he said to hin1self. "Now I
can't get away from these fe11ows."
The British lieutenant seemed to take an especial delight · in having tak!en Dick and in keeping
G1im under espionage while seemingly allowing
him peifect freedom. From all he could learn,
however, 1Jhey seemed to know nothing of the
train bound to Camden, or, at all events, they
made no mention of it.
"I must not stay here," thought Dick, as he sat
on the front doorstep of the house.
And at that moment he saw Eunice, still dressed as a boy, come 1·iding careless.Jy by.

CHAPTER XVI.-The Tables Turned.
The redcoats paid no aittention to the boy on
't he horse, who rode carelessly by as any farmer
boy migiht. The boy himself simply stared at
the redcoats in bhe manner common to mos t country boys and went on out of sight. Dick apparently paid no more attention to the boy on the
hQrse than the redcoats did. He was satisfied
that Eunice had seen him, however, and would
bring the Liberty Boys to his rescue. He listened
attentively , and presently heard the girl's horse
going on at a gallop. His lhiearing was most
acute, and he heard what seemed to P'ass unnoticed by the soldiers.
"They probably do not hear," he thought, "or, if
they do, they don't attach any importance to it."

Presently he arose and entered tJhe house, sitting by a windo,w. There were others in the
room, but they <lid not annoy him, merely sitting
about engaged in conversatio n, as they had been.
After a while Dick went out to the barn and attended to Major.
"No one can look after your own horse like
yourself," he said to Hazzard, who accompanied
him.
"No, I suppose not; but he'll have to get used
to it."
"I don't.see why he should," carelessly.
"Wl.y, you don't expect to take him with you,
do day?"
"Certainly. "
"And do you think Tarleton will let you keep
a horne like 1t!hat ?"
"Colonel Ta1,leton won't have anylihing to say
about it," shortly.
"He won't?" in a surprised tone.
"No. I don't expect to see Colonel Tarleton,
except to thrash him and his crowd of butchers,
at the head of m y brave boys."
The British lieutenant fairliy gasped.
"You c01tainliy don't expect to get away, Captain ? " he asked.
"Of course I do. You are not such a bad sort,
Lieutenant , but I would grow 'tired of your company, even in a short time."
'Dlren lhe led Major out, ostensilily to give him
some exercise.
"H'm! You are certainly the coolest hand I
ever heard of!" muttered Hazzard.
"It is wa:rm weather now, lieutenant, and it is
better to keep cool."
"W>ell, you are doing it, I must admit."
"The Carolinas are warm ·n August, you ust
remember, a~th ough it is cool on t11 e hills."
Dick walked up and down, leading Major, k eeping hls eye on the road and listenjng. Now he
was in the front doo1· yard, and now he was at
the barn, his only care being to see to the comfort of his ihorse, appa;rently . Hazzard walked at
ihis side, but nothing seemed farther from Dick's
1Jhoughts l!Jhan the idea of escape.
Some of the redcoats sait or stood around the
grounds, and some remained in tbe house or on
the doorstep. At length Dick heard something
which he had been listening for anxiously for
some time. It was 1lhe tramp of horses coming
from the direction of the camp. The lieutenant
did not hear it, he knew. It grew louder, and
then he could scarcely hear it.
"They are nearing here and growing cautious,"
was his thought.
Then he stood alongside Major well out in the
front door yard.
"I suppose you will be sorry to lose such a fine
animail, Captain?" said the lieutenant, standing
alongside Dick.
"Lose him? Why, I have no intention of losing him."
"Oh, come now, you are a prisoner, you know,
and you won't be alfowed to keep a fine horse
like that."
,
•
"Not if I remain a prisoner; of course not."
"But you won't remain anything else, my dear
captain."
"You are quite mistaken, my dear lieutenant.
I do not expect to remain here longer than--"
"Longer than what?" asked the Briton, for
Dick had paused.
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Dick listened attentively for a few moments,
and then caught a sound he knew.
"Not longer than now!" he said quickly.
In a moment he had tripped the lieutenant and
had him on his back on the grass. In another he
was in the saddle and flying for the fence. Then
he sounded a shrill whistle, and in ·a trice had
taken the fence, to the amazement of the redcoats. Bullets flew after him, but 'he lay along
Major's neck, and none touched him. Then there
was a sudden clatter of hoofs, ·a nd fifty dashing
boys in Continental uniform, led by Bob, came
flying along the road. In at the bam gate, ove~·
the fence and through the front gate they came,
now led by Dick, and there was an instru\t stampede. Some got away, but others were taken,
and among these were Lieutenant H azzard.
"I am greatly pleased to meet you, lieutenant,"
said Dick, with a whimsical smile, when Ben and
Sam came forward with the officeT.
"You are certainly very fortunate, Captain,"
said Hazzard.
Eunice,· in her boiy's 11ig, came along at that
moment.
"Perhaps so," replied Dick; "but if you had
been as observant as myself, I should still be a
prisoner."
"How so?" puzzled.
"You see ifuis boy?"
"Yes. "
"Do vou remember his riding- by, some little
time ago?"
"Yes, I believe I do, now."
"You have never seen him before?"
"Not that I remember."
"You have seen him at the tavern, a mile o·r
ISO from the swamp Jsland.
Tihat bo'y is a patriot."
"H'm! Seems to me I d-0-but what is he doing
here? "
".Looking out for the interests of the cause.
If you had been observant, you woll'ld not have
let him pass."
"B'.lt I can'rt be expected to remember every one
I see."
"I do," quiet1y.
"Yes, but you are on the defensive."
"Not always. We sometimes attack. Well,
th:iJ boy is a friend of ours. If you had been
observant, you would have distru sted my bringing Major out into the door yard."
"Oh, I guess he made sure of you, Dick," laughed Bob . "and never thought of anybhing else."
Dick sent the prisoners back to the camp with
Bob. and then went on. Reaching Sumter's oamp,
he told of the expected wagon train, and of the
appearance of some of Tarl eton's men.
"This is important news, Captain," said the
general. "f ow did you obtain it? Is it reliable,
do you t'hink?"
"Well, I have seen the redcoats, and I know my
informant would not tell me anything but the
truth."
•
"Very good. We must inrtercept this train. We
want these supplies more than Rawdon, and we
mu st haYe them."
Dick shortly rode back to bring up the Liberty
Boys to the Wateree ford , where he was to join
~umter. T'he prisoners were turned over to the
g eneral, who sent rthem back to the rea1", s o thait
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they might know nothing of the expected surprise of the supp.Jy train.
"vVhen Dashwood and Hazzard meet again,"
l.aughed Hob, "they will have some very uncomplimentary remarks to make regarding the Liberty Boys."
"They ought to have a great respect for ws by
this time,'' chuck.led Mark. "They know what we
can do."
"And that is just whyi they will saiy hard things
about us," aughed Bob.

-

.

CHkPTER XVII.-At the Ford.

The Liberty Boys were waiting at t.he Wateree
ford,. Sumter's furoe not being far distant.
"Sure an' this do be the Wateree foo1'Cl, CookyspHler," declared Patsy.
"Ya, clot w.as for cause dere was water mit it,"
said Carl.
"Sure it's not; it'1s because that do be its •
nam ~ ."

"You don'd could b:ad a ford mitout water,
ain't it? Dot was a watery ford, I told you."
"But there's very little wather in it."
"Dot don't was made some difference. Off dere
any water was, den it was ein watery ford, I bet
me."
"Come 0n in wid me an' pick up some foine flat
stone<: to make a foirepla.ce with," suggested
Pat3V.
"All rig'hd, I was doed dot, I bet me."
The two funny fellows took off their shoes and
hose, Jaid aside their coabs, and roHed up their
shirt sleeves.
"Dot don'd was worth so much droubles; dere
don 'd was muc:h water here," declared Carl.
"Sure, there's plenty av it if you look for it,"
Pat.>.v rejoined.
"No, sir, dot water don'd was been up mit mein
knees already."
Carl was lookjng for a good flat stone, and
did not notic:e w.here he was going.
"Niver moind how deep it was, Cookyspiller,
but pick me out a good flat stone for a hearth."
"All righd, I was found dot. Mein gollies, dere
was one now, I bet me!"
Owing to refraction, the water ahead of him
seemed much shallower than it actually was.
Carl stepped boldl1y ..forward, and all at once
found himself in water up to his chest. In his
surprise he slipped, and .in a moment went over
his head.
"An' wherever has he gone?" queried Patsy, in
SUJ:'.Prise.
In a moment Carl came up, puffing and blowing, and struck ourt for the shoal water.
"An' what were ye <loin' at all?" asked Patsy,
with a loud laugh.
"~ don'd was doed nodings, but when I went to
get dot flat stone, der bottom was fall der riV'er
ouid, und I went in by mein headt ofer."
"An' ye thoug<ht there was no wather there,
didn't ye?"
"Ya, but why dot bottom off der rifer was fall
out'?"
"Sure it did not, but ye fell in whe1'0 it was
deep."
"Mein gollies, I don'd understood me dot. I
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w2.s look at der water, and it don'd was so deep
like '"''~·clings, und I walk me a.'1eadt a liddle, und
it wa.1; ~·o deep like ,eferydings."
"That's because' ye're cross-eyed," laughed Patsy. "If ye could see straight ye'd have no throuble."
"Humbug!" sputtered Carl. "Der bottom off
der rifer was fall ouid," and that was the only
explanation he wouJd accept.
Patsy got his fiat stones for the hearth, for a
number of .the bo'ys who had ·witnessed Carl's
plight and laughed at i,t helped get what was
wanted. There was no sign of the wagon train
that day, and mail'y of the boys feared that the
enemy had go.t wind of their presence and llad
gone some other way. Dick was not discouraged,
however, and determined to wait.
"Eunice did not say when it wa& coming," he
said to Bob, "and they may not 'have starbed as
early as was expected."
"They may have been delayed," declared Bob.
"Exactly, and they may intentionally com,e
throu gh in the night so as to avoid being seen."
There waq nothing seen or heard of the train
during the ni g<ht, however, although tbe boys kept
a carefu,l watch. In the morning Dick went out
at the head of a scouting party to ascer>tain if
the train were coming. At length .he knew from
the sounds he heard that it was. and he foll back.
The Liberty Boys and Sumt r 's men concealed
themselves and \\·aited fol" the wagon train. When
it reached the ford the whole force o;f patriots
came swarming out. A lively skirmj sh took place
at 011ce. The suxprise was complete, however,
and the train and a number of prisoners were
captured. The supplies were of great value to
Sumter, as his men were runnin!\" sho1i of provisions anrl ammunition.
"There wi1J be an angry lot of redcoats at Camden and in T arleton's camp when thls gets about,"
said Bob , with a laugh.
"TarJet-on is no do11bt somewhere in the n ei.ghbol'hood ," rejoinerl Dick, "and we may have to
try conclusions wjth him shortly."
The Liberty Boys took their way toward Camden that afternoon, Dick thinking t}lat there
might be pa:rities making their ' ay tbithe~· by
other roads. They made their camp in a swamp
whence they could sally forth in haste, and to
which thev could make a hm·ried retreat in case
the enemy proved too strong for them. They saw
no one th?.t day or night, but in the morning a
party of the hoy's, out on a scouting expedition,
came across Eunice on horqeback. Mark, Jack,
Ben, and a few others composed the party.
"Have you S€en arrything of any wagon trains?"
Mark asked.
"No; but Peleg Potter and his Tories are operating only a few miles from here. and ought to
be checked."
"Will yon go and tell the captain? Our camp
is in the swamp, not far distant."
"If you will tell him, it will be sufficient," said
the girl.
"We will do so, and give our attention to Peleg
in a sho1i time."
"Very well. I will go ahead and keep watch
on him."
The boys then rode back t o camp, and on the
way J ack said to Ben:

"Did you not ice how the gfrl look ed at Jack
Smith?"
"Not especially."
"Well, she did, an d John could not keep his
eyes from her."
"You see a lot of things, Jack, but do you really
see them, or only imagine you do?" with a laugh.
"I see t)1em, of cour;se, and I'll bet you she is
John's sweetheart. I told you she would foll aw
the boys about."
''Yes, so you did, but she is a spy now." ,
"To be suTe, but she could be one and still not
be anywhere n ear the Liberty Boys."
"vVell, John is a good fellow, and she is a
clever gh11."
"Yes, a nd I am not saying a word against the
affaJr," laughing, "but I just noticed it."
Entering the camp, ~.'lark told Dick what he
had learned frorn Eunice.
"There does not seem to be any one on this
road, and ~·e promised to give Peleg a settling
wben next 've met him," observed Dick, "and I
think we mi ght as wen give it to him now."
They set out in a short time, taking the direction indicated by the girl spy. After traveling
seve1·al miles, !however, they met the girl, who
told th m that Potter had suddenly departed half
an !hour before.
"\Ve must go •after him ," said Dick, "and prevent his doing any mfachief."
They set out, theuefore, Dick and a score of
the boys fonrung an advance guar d and making
rapM progress. At length they heard tl1 e sound
of fr:t'ing ahead of th em, and rode 0n at full
spee . Coming to a collection cf log cabin<> near
a ci:eek, they saw Potter and his band attacking
them, and making preparations to destroy them
hy fire.
"EoTward !" shouted Dick. "Down with the
Tor ' es !"
- The gal ant boys echoed the shout and dashed
forward.
CHAPTER XVIII.-Aiter the Tories.
Potter and bis Tories, !'e<'ing tbe Liberty Boys;
supposed that the whole trnnp had come up, and
fell bark. Then the settl e ,.~ came out anrl welcomed the plucky boys hom·ti!·".
"We are glad to see you-all." s::iid onP. "Ye
come in good time, for we reckoned we couldn't
hold out Ion agin the~e skunks."
"This is not all our band ." answerer! Di ck, "and
Potter may discover it. and attack us. Tf so, we
shall all have to fight."
"Well, I reckon we-all can do it, and from what
I've heard tell, you-al! kin make a pooty good
fist at it."
Dick was right in his surmise, tor Potter ha:d
discovered that all of his Liberty Boys had not
come up. He accordingly returned with his Tories, and renewed the attack. The boys resisted
him gallantly, but wer<:) greatly outn:'.mbered,
even with the help of the settlers. Presently,
however, a l•rnd shout was heard, and Bob and
the rema inder of the Liberty Boys were seen
coming on at a gallop.
"Forward!" shouted Dick.
Then he dashed ahead, bein g soon followed bY'
Bob. The Tories could not withstand the impetuous charge of the brave feilows, and retreated. ·
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"After them!" cried Dick.
Then with a rush and a roar the boys charged
the Tories and drove many of them into the creels.
so fiercely di e~ they pursue the ma1,auders. Peleg
g-ot away, and many had to swim, a dozen or morn
being made prisoners. The settlers wanted to
hang or shoot these, forthwith. Dick objected to
this, however.
"I have a better plan of disposing; of them' than
that," he said.
"What is it?" asked the settlers.
"Give them a good lashing. You'll find that
they will never come back, and will behave tl1emselves like good citizens."
A number of stout birch and · hickory switches
were then cut and placed in tlhe hands of the set.t lers. The prisoners were then brought out, tied
to trees, and subjected to a good switching. They
bowled and kicked and tried to get away, and at
last begged to be ·let loose, promising never to
return to the neighborhood. They were released,
and took to tlleir heel·s with great rapidity. The
settlers laughed till they cried, at ·t he great haste
wlhich the Tories showed in getting away.
"'W aal, I never see fellers run like that in all
my bo1n days!" roared one.
"Ye'd just think the old scratch was arter 'em,
ter see 'em sco o~ ." guffawed 1RI1other.
"Ef tller don'c nothin' stop 'em, they'll go
plumb inter the Cooper river, I reckon."
"Waal that beats all fur gettin' rid o' onwel.
come feilers, an' I reckon we better try a little
ile o' birch on some more on 'em."
"I shouldn't wonde~ ef we better hadn't, ef et
works so weil·l every time,"
"We alwa'Y'S find that it works very well, in.,
deed," laughed Bob, and you wil:l not be troubled
by th~e fellow'fl any more."
"Waal, I reckon hanging is too good f<>r 'em,
an' it'd be a waste o' powder an' •s hot to shoot

'em."
"But a good hick-ory switch don't cost nothin',
an' it's powerful saroh.in', you'll allow," laughed
one of the mien.
The boys1 hiwing gotten rid of the Tories, made
a camp and settled doWll to keep a watch on the
Tedcoats. Ta.nleton might be in the region, and
it would be weU to keep a watch upon him.
There was no i;ign ef any enemies :for the rest
o:f the day, and the boy·s prepared to spend the
IDlg'ht in camp. Some of the settlers visiit ed tJhem,
and for some time things were liively in camp.
Patsy, Carl and Olbhers afforded the visitors a
great dieal of amusement, and they went away
8haking their sides,
"Waal, you fellers kin make folks laugh as geod
as yer kin fight," declared one.
"Yes, siree, you ain't no ~lay-se>gers," vowed
another. "Yau got things Just right, an' you
stick right to business."
"ThaJt's because we know we are right, and are
bound to win," replied Ben,
•
"Waal, I reckon ye will, an' if all sogers were
like you-uns, thfil·e w<>uldn't be no denyin' of it."
The visitors left at last, and the camp beoame
quiet. The guards were pJ.a~, as usua:l./ for the
Libei:fy Beys were always vi ant, whetner th&f
expected an enemy or not.
was growing very
late, the. fires had died down. and everything was

still in camp. The sentries were wide aw[\ke,
however, and presently Ben Spurlock heard the
sound of some one on ho1:sel>ack approaching t.he
camp. He waited a few moments and then said:
"Halt! Who goes there?"
"A friend," came the reply, and Ben recognized the voice of Eunice Grant.
"Advance, friend," he said, and the girl quickly rode into the camp and dismounted.
"Tarleton is com.in.g this way," she said. "Ile
is on the road, yonder."
"Is he far off?" asked Ben, imitating the cry
of a hawk ito bring up some of the boys.
"He will be here in about twenty minute, if he
continues as he was going."
"Do you know where he is heading?"
"No; but he is in a great hurry."
One of the boys now came up.
"CaH the captain," said Ben.
The boy hurried away, .and Ben continu ed :
"l;Ie may be heading toward the Wateree, although we don't know that he knows Su!Ylter is
there."
Dick now came up, and Ben told him what the
girl had sa~d:
''The road does not pass very close to thh
camp," Dick said, "and if aill is as quiet as it is
now, the redcoats will have no suspicion as to
our position."
The boiy'S were arou ed without much noise, a.."ld
the fires tlhat were not entirely out were extinguished so that they might not suddE'nly fl are
up and betray the bo)l's' position. Before long
the tramp of the approaching enemy could be
heard most distinctly. Dick sent a number or
the boys to st ation themselves along the road and
in the woods o;n eithe;: hand. Louder and louder
sound ~d the clatter of 'h.oofs, and the tmmp of
men.
In tlhe camp a1H was dark and still, and there
was nothing to show that there was a camp anyw.here about. There was no ~on, and the stars
gave little light, while tlle thl!:k woods threw a
deE)p shade a.11 around. Unless the Tories had
disclosed the locali·t y if the camp to Tarleton,
there was no reason to believe that he kne"· of'
its existence. If he did, then the boys intended
to fight as they never had fought. It was an
anxious time, and every one was wrought up fo
the hi~hest pitch of excitement.
;

CHAPTER XIX.-A Brave Girl's Sacriftoo.
As the enemy came on, marching in open or.
der, and at a rapid pace, frogs began to croak
and awls to hoot.
"Caxeful how you go here," said one. "There
are swamps all a:bout us."
The doleful croak of the frogs and the gruesome hoot of owls seemed to answer.
"Keep a :l ookout that you don't get mired. F'oillow the road."
"Swamps, eh? Just the pl~ for rebels te
hide, and no 1g etting at tlhe:rn, etther."
"Huh! Marlon and those other rebels won't
fight like gentlemen I" growled another. ·
The enemy marched on, supposedly betwema
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swamps, while there was not one within miles.
The croaking of the frogs, the cry of herons, and
the hooting of owls made them think that th.ere
were swamps close at hand. 'l'he enemy marched
on in haste, and at length all had passed. When
the .Jast man had gone, and the tramp of men and
horses was no longer heard, the croaking ceased,
and the boys went back to camp.
The boys all laughed at this, and then the camp
settled down into its former quiet. In the morning news came that Peleg Potter and his To,r ies
were making trouble again. The gallant lads
sprang into the saddle and went in . pursuit of the
Tories. They found th em, and scattered them
more effectually tha.'l before, driving them in all .
diliections. The neighbors had taken part in the
rout, and 'had clone good work. After the rout of
the ma raud ers Peleg himself and some of his
most vicious assistants were found dead in the
woods.
"This is the last of a bad m an ," declared Bob,
"and no one can say that he did not deserve his
fatie."
The Tories were buried, and that was the laf't
of Peleg Potter's band, no one caring to keep it
up after t·he t errible punishment it had received.
Through the window of a little cabin Patsy was
sure that he saw a scarlet uniform.
"Come on," he said.
Pa;bsy and Carl went forward and entered the
cabin without knocking. Entering the main room
at once, P atsy threw his musket to his shoulder
and shouted:
"Surrendher, or Oi'll blow dhe hid off Y'ez !"
A r<>ugh-looking m an in a red shirt suddenly
took hi s -feet off the table, dropped his corncob
pipe and said:
'"\Vhat's ther matter with yer, boy? I'm er good
Whig like yerself."
Carl began to laugh immoderately.
"Shure an' Oi a xes yer pardon," said Patsy.
" O'i t'ought yez wor a ridcoat."
"What can I do fur yer, boys ?" a sked the man
with the red shirt.
"Yez can .give me a bit av salt pork for me
shtew."
"Er course," laughed the settler.
Then the women of the house came in from the
kitchen an<l announced that supper was ready. A
moment later one of the settler's sons came in
and said:
"They's er lot er sneakin' Tories over ter ther
west of us, pop, an' they're erthreatenin' ter burn
all ther patriots' houses, run off with ther gals
an' cattle, an' everytliin' they kin lay their hands
onter."
"W .i.al, J.et me ketch 'em erdoin' of. it!"
"Shure an' it's <lhe Liberty Bhys dhat wud loike
to catdh dhim, too, be dhe same token!" c1ied
Patsy.
"Air yew t ew boy s sogers ?"
"Yis, sor ; we're some av dhe Liberty Bhys, an'
it's not far off our camp is."
"Yah, und off Tick Slater was knowed dose
Tories was been abouid, he was shooted dem pooty
quick, I bet me."
"'Waal, I heerd tell they wor comin'."
"Dhin Oi'U tell dhe captain, an' he'll sind dhem
goin', begorrah."
"An' we'll give yer all ther help yer want."

Patsy got his sal t pork, and more besides, ruid
set off for the camp.
"It's a t'ousand pardons Oi do be axin' for
takin' yez for a ridcoat," he said at parting.
Reaching the camp, the bo ys reported what
they had heard. Dick got his Liberty Boys and
went after the Tories, and succeeded in g iving
them a good sound 1thrashing, ·a nd they dispersed
to the four winds. The next day the Liberty Boys
pushed on, and joined General Gates, who was
about to attack Cornwallis at Cam den. At the
same time Cornwallis was m a rching to attack
Gates, not knowing that ·h e had left his camp at
Claremont.
The advance guards of both parties met, to the
surprise of both, and a sharp skirmish ensued.
Then both f ell back and awaited the coming of
da:ylight. Dick Slater an<l hi s brave boys were
p repared to do their best, and were with the van.
Before the fight was renew.ed Eunice Grant, stil:l
dressed as a boy, came in. She had bPen out
spying, and had obtained considernble informat ion.
"There will be a heavy battle, my girl ," said
Dick, "and I would advise you to keep away."
"I am not afrai d, Captain," the brave girl answered.
"No, I know you are not," replied Dick, "but
ther e is danger, nevertheless, and I would rather
you would not run any risk."
"I will try not to," said Eunice, "but I may be
able to a ssist tJ1e cause."
"Yes," answered Dick.
The fight wa. resumed at leng th, and was vel"Y'
severe. The Liberty Boys were in the thick of
it. Cornwalli s having- qrought all his force against
Gist and Smallwood. who seemed to hold the key
of tlhie position. T,he fight was raging fiercel y
when Dick observed Eunice, mounted on her
horse, )'lear the boy John, who was a daring fellow and ought bravely.
A stalwart trooper came rushing at John, who
did not see him. The boy would have been cut
down had not the brave girl suddenly dashed between him and the Briton. Receivin g the blow
intended for Jo,h n, she fell across the neck of her
h orse and lay t'here. 'l'hen J ohn saw what h ad
happened, and shot the trooper. Lifting the girl
from the saddle, he bo r e her tenderly to the rear.
She did not live lon g , but seemed to be satisfied.
to di e, knowing bhat she had saved John's life.
T he b attle was lost to the patriots, and th e Liberty Boys were forced to retreat to the swamps
till Gates could gather the remn an t s of his scattered army. Eunice Wll;S buried in a quiet spot,
mour11erl b y all the Liberty Boys, whose true
friend she h ad always l>een. She had "acrificed
her life to save that of the boy she loved, and h e
was heartbroken. He fought on with the Libert y
Bo~·s. but seemed to care little for an ything now
that he had Jost his sweetheart in so te;:rible
a manner.
At another battle near Camden, some months
later, in which the patriots were agai n defeated,
he lost hi s life while fighting ·bravely. After the
battle the boys buried him by the side of his
sweetheart, and so the two were once more united,
to part no more.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' DEADLY ENEMIES ; or, TH:BI
SECRET BAND OF THREE."
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CURRENT NEWS
$40,000 BULL ARRIVES.
Guarded by .in armed ·watchman, a pedigreed
bull purchased by Julius Schmid, wealthy importer, for $40,000 arrived in a special car at his
country place in :Montgomery, Orang e County,
N:Y.
The bull is two yea r s ol<l an cl weighs 2,700
pounds. He was transp0rted on f_i:st trains, in a
heated express car. The bull v: 11l be used for
breeding purposes, and is known a s the "aris tocrat" of Holsteins.
CUBA GETS 50,000 NEW GENTS.
Twenty ke gs containing 50,000 copp er cents,
m ade at the Phjla<lelphia Mint, were shipne d to
Havana the oth er day on the steam ship .l\forro
Oastle. It was ihe first batch of a large shipment
of cents to Cuba, where the y are direly need ed.
The cent almost pas;;ed out of circulation during
t he spell of high prices there . Now that prices
have been r educed it is needed. That some high
prices still prevail, thoug·h, was evidenced in the
shipment of 5,000 tons of apples to Havana on the
Pastores. They retail there at 50 cents each.
OLD WOMAN MAKES QUILT.
Mrs. Jackson l.\1oon of Perkinstown, \Vis., ha s
just completed a quilt consisting of 5.760 pieces
for her grandson, "William Woods of \Vausau.
The pieces v:ere collected fro m friend s and
neighbors. Work on the quilt began l ast April.
Two weeks of continuous sewing m ade Mrs.
Moon's fingers so sore that she v: as compell ed to
abandon the work for' a time, resting her fin gers
by s;:--inning for a nei .t>:hbor.
Mr,;. Moon, although seventy years old, does her
own housework, entertains much company, helps
with the milking, churns t hree times a week, marke ts her butter, and no sick relative or friend can
fin d a better nurse than she.
In the past twelve years this industrious lad y
h as pieced thirteen quilts, each made up of thousands of pieces, all sewed by hand, for Mrs. Moon
does not like to sew on a machine.
SEVEN-YEAR-OLD CHILD MAKES OCEAN
T,R IP ALONE.
A little 7-year-old boy has just reached the
shore of America under circumstances •that are
very dramatic. Jus t as his mother, brothers and
sisters were stepping aboard a steamer to join
the father and husband in America the child was
stricken with diphtheria and taken back to a hospital in Antwerp, to follow his mother as soon
as he recovered. When the mother reached her
final destination in Vermont she came to the local
section of the Council of Je\\.·ish Women and told
her pathetic story. It took but a few days for
the council's department of immigration aid to set
its nation.ally organized machinery in motion. The
local committee on immigrant aid in Vermont
communicated with the National Department of
migrant Aid; the national department cctm-

m?n~cated with i ts representative in Antwerp, Rnd .
1
w1thm a very snart
time a cRb;e from AntweTp
announced the recovery of the child and the name
of th ~ steamer on which he was sailing. The
co:i nc !l ' ~ port repres entative at Ellis I sland, sup··
phe<l with the necessary do cuments and traveling
money •.vhich the rej oking parents had sent, met
the little traveler an d sa w him ;;afely on to hi.>
destination, where a very happy family was
gathered to welcome him.

THE SILVER LINING IN THE DARK CLOUD.
The silver lining is to. be found in the present
economic and financial situation even if the cloud
be black, according to the News, of Nebraska
City, Neb. "The present period is one which i':J.
some respects affords an unattractive picbre,"
says the News. "The world is now paying the
fiddler for the orgy of war through which it has
passed.
•
"With infinite pain and sorrow it is rebuilding
its factori es , establishing its deranged finances repairing the wastage of blocd ;inrl wealth. But this
very fact affords a rich opportunity for those wh o
can contribu t e th e one thing which above all
ot):i c1·s is needed--capital.
" N ever before in his tory \Yas there held out
such .great r e\rn r d for thrift and economy. A
do!Jar invested to- da y ;vill bring almost twice as
much as it did t en years ago, twice as much as
it will ten years hence. Th a present is the golden
oppo rtur. i ty, t he op portun ity which the people
should not let escape them.
"Liberty bonds, the best security in the world,
arc selling to yield from 5 to 6 per cent.; the
bonds of Belgium and Switzerland and Japan and
the Argen tine and other foreign countries promise to yield from 7 to 15 per cent. \Vhen one consider s al ~ o the question of exchange and the likelihood that the pur c ha~ing power of the various
cnrrencies will gradually increase, the reward is
still more alluring.
"The people of the United States should not let
this chance pass. The world, so largely denuded
of its capital hy the war, is appealing to them
for aid in getting once more upon its feet. By
curtailing extravagance, by saving and wise investment they will not only aid greatly in rehabilitating the paralyzed industries of foreign
nations, but will receive for so doing a rich reward. Now is the time for the United States t o
intrench itself as the great creditor nation of the
world."
The safest, surest and easiest way to both save
and invest is to buy Government savings securities and Liberty bonds. Those securities are
adapted to every pocketbook. They are absolutely safe. They return a sure and adequate
profit and the money invested in them goes to
make both the Nation and every citizen m ~ re
prosperous.
BUY W. S.S.
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Tim Turpin of Temagam
A TALE 01!' THE GREAT NORTH WOODS
By Ralph Morton
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER VIII.-( continued.)
"Well., I'll try," said Bob, "but I don't think you
:fellows are giving me a fair chance."
The lumber crew worked several different
places that afternoon and were quite a distance
from the camp.
Bob decided to try his luck with the old man,
and went to Henderson to get permission to return to see th€ old man.
Takino- the foreman to one side, he asked him:
"Mr. Henderson, can I go ·b ack to camp? I
want to see Mr. Lawrence on some important matter."
Henderson shook his head.
"No" he said• "you can't. You've got to let
that g'irl and h~r fath er be, and attend to business. A man would think you was one of them
seaside resort dudes instead of a lumberjack workink· fo r a Jiving."
'Bob flushed, and the foreman pointed down a
snowy glen.
"You go on down that way, and see how those
logs are located-the ones we cut down in the fall
-anc'! come back here at once and make a report
to me."
Dob denarted and went down the glen, which
w~i:c; m th~ op;,;o»ite direction from the camp.
i'i~ 1 s:iw him going, but said nothing-, .for he
was helpinr,- the men drag the logs over with one
of the teams.
Henderson came along, and called Tim to one
side.
"Tim," he S'.\kl, "I'm afraid your friend is getting in bad. He's spending too much time chasing
around that girl. She is away above all of us, and
he'll just get himself and us into trouble. You
know, old man Lawrence is a good old. fellow, and
he's not stuck up, but he doesn't intend letting his
daughter marry a lumberman."
"I know it," said Tim, "but what's to be done?"
"Well, you just tip him off to go slow, and not
monkp•,' a;-o u;1d and qu<'er himself. Like as not,
he'll trv to sneak down there now, and you chase
up the ·glen and head him off. · I don't want to see
him in t ;·on b ie . a wl I don't want to fire him . for he
owes too much money to the men around camp,
and I'd hate to have the fellows lose their money,
which thev would surely do if Bob was chucked
out of the camp."
Tim looked down again in the direction in which
Bob was disappearing.
"Well" he said "I'll go down there and head
him off,' although '1 have reasons for not wanting
to get mixed into this. You don't mind my running there, do you?"
Henderson shook his head.
"Of course not. · Chase along. Bob's a a-ood
fellow at heart. But hurry back."

Tim made his way as rapidly as possible
through the snowy glen, and following the tracks
of his friend, who was also on snowshoes.
Sure enough, Bob had turned around, as soon
as he got out of sight of the lumber workers, and
made a back curve in the direction of the camp.
Bob had determined to risk everything in order
to save himself from disgrace before the proprietor and his beautiful daughter. He really did not
care so much about losing his position, but to be
shamed and degraded before May Lawrence would
lose his cause, he knew.
"I'll see the old man, and put up the strongest
story in my life, in order to get fifty dollars from
him," he muttered. He hurried along on the snowshoes, and by a skilful shortcut he reached the
roadway leading to the camp. It was over this
same thoroughfare that Lawrence and his daughter had come the day before.
Bob was going 'along the road toward the camp,
now about half a mile distant, when he suddenly
heard a .cry behind him.
He looked back and saw a riderless horse dashing toward him, with distended nostrils. He threw
up his hands and waved them in front of the animal and stopped the frightened steed. ·At the
same time he saw on the snow, some distance off,
a man lying prostrate o:n the ground. Bob left
the horse and ran toward the man, kicking off his
snowshoes as he did so, for the snow was not deep
along the roadway. When he came up to the man
he saw that he was unconscious. An overhanging
limb on the roadway had, somehow or other,
struck the rider on the head. Evidently the man
was a stranger and had turned too sharply ~ the
right in making the turn, and in this way f !ruck
against the limb of the tree, which he did not
know was so dangerously low.
"Why, the poor chap is unconscious," muttered
Bob.
He stooped · down and laid his hand upon the
man's shoulder, for he had fallen upon his face. A
gash in his temple showed the wound from the
rough bark of the tree branch. A small valise,
hung on a strap, had tumbled to one side of the
road; as the man fell it had slipped loose from his
shoulder, and the bump as it struck the snowy
ground made it spring open.
Bob curiously looked inside, and saw only a revolver and several white canvas bags.
"Great Scott!" he cried, "I believe th is is the
paymaster."
He ran his hand into the valise, drew forth one
of the white bags, and a metallic clink greeted his
ears as he shook it.
"It's the money for the different camps," he
muttered; "perhaps thousands of dollars in gold,
and yet here am I without a cent."
He opened the bag, and, sure enough , beheld
that it was filled with five-dollar gold pieces.
"The man's a fool to run arounrl with so much
money as this," thought Bob. "I know what I'll
do: I'll simply dump this out on the snow here,
spill a few of them around and nab about ten."
He looked hurriedly about him.
Not a soul was in sight; not a sound came to
him in the still, snowy silence,
(To be continued.)
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THE NEVIS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
EGGS GOOD TRAVELERS.
Half a million eggs from China arrived in Minneapolis, January 24, after a twenty-one day journey, the first shipment of its kind to be received
here.
The eggs are slightly smaller than the American product. They sold at 52 cents a dozen or
5 cents !es ~ than the price for dom estic eggs. Not
a n egg was broken in transit.
A CHAIR HIS BIRTHDAY GIFT.
Mrs. William Simon of 1962 Washington avenue, The Bronx, New York, celebrated her husband's "birthday last December 7 by throwing a
dining-room chair at him, according to his complaint in a suit for separation which he filed in
the Bronx Supreme Court.
"The day after," the complant continues, "this
was followed by a barrage of crockery, and when
I told m y wife I was going to attend a Zionist
meetini:: she flew into a fury that rivaled the Atlantic Ocean at its wo r st, and threw an alarm
clock a t me, hitting me in the eye."
Simon a lleges that he was compelled to go on
a diet after his vrife had threatened to get even
with him by putting poi son in his fo od.
"It was at this time," he sa ys, "tha t foo d lost
a ll its charm for me."
FAMOU S FOX HOUND SENTENCED TO ·
EXILE.
Old K in g, the most famou s fox hunter in Kentuck v, was convicted a t ·winchest er, Ky., on a
char~·e of sheep sl aughter. Count y Judge W. 11ee
Evans r uled the dog was g uilty , but th a t in stead
of the c!ea th penalty , a sk ed by th e prosecuJ in g
attmne;;, t he judge ruled tha t Old Ki~ g .must be
exild fro m Kentuck y for the rest of his life.
Old King was tri ed on a charge that h e.' wi th
two uu ppies, had killed some sheep belong mg to
Rob ert Ta\'lor. The two puppies were a cquitt ed.
Old Ki11g and the puppies belong t o F r a nk
Jones, n oted fox hunter, and wh en the ver dict of
exile was pronounced, Jon es announced he ha d received letters from all over th e country, the burden being : "Don't let them ki11 that dog . Ship
h im to me and he will be safe and receive every
care."
County Attorney H. H. Moore and V. W. Bush
p rosecuted the dog, and Jones employed Rodney
Haggard and Benjamin Fishback, attorneys, for
the defense.
WESTERN UNION OPENS LONGEST LAND
WIRE.
The Western Union Telegraph Company opened
on December 10 di rect communication wi th Sea ttle. When an opera tor at 24 Walk er street, New
York, and anoth er in the Weste rn Union Building
in Seattle s tarted exch a nging four me s ~a g es at
once-t\vo from each end--the longest transcon. t inental circuit in the country was put into opera t ion.
T he circuit is of the "printer" type, the operator at each end stamping out a tape and machines doing the rest of the work. Throughout

the 3,381 m il es of the circuit there are no m anual relays , mechanical repeaters being u sed to
send the dots a nd dashes from coast to coas t.
The single strand of copper wire, grounded at
either end, over whi ch through messages hereafter will be sent, runs from New York to Chicago, thence to Minneapolis, Helena, Spokane and
Seattle.
The termini are equipped with the most modern multiplex, which p ermits the transmission of
four messages simultaneously each way. The capacity of the circuit is approximately 225 messages each way per hour. The conRtruction consis~s of what is know n as nine- g·auge coppe r wire,
which runs 210 gronnds we'1.ght to the mile, and
the. pole? are set 110 feet apart throu ghout the
entire di stance. On th e basi s of, 1" cr!nt :n ">. rket price for copper wire, 18 cents a pound, it has
cost a little more than $125,000 for the wire. The
cost of construction, including labor and material
runs approximately $70 per mile.
'
The fir st messages exchanged over the wire included one from Ma yor Hugh M. Caldwel l of
S ea t tle, a re pl y from Francis P. Bent in behalf
of :Ma yor H ylan, and excha nges between S. H
Hedg es, president of the Seattle Cha mber of Com~
m er ee, and Dar win P. Ki ng sley, pres ident of the
N ew York Chamber of Commer ce, a nd Cha r les P.
Gwynne, ~ e cr e tary of that orga niza tio n.
.
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THE "WHITE DEATH"
By Paul Braddon.
The ranch of Senor Diaz was on a charming
slope overlooking the broad, smooth' waters of
one of the tributaries of the Parana, on whose
opposite shore the rank grass grew ten and
twelve feet high. The house itself had a tropical character; it was Spanish-American, with a
cool, shady veranda, a long, low front, painted
walls and latticed windows, a spacious court,
and a flat roof, provided with a parapet, which
gave the structure the semblance of a fort.
Many ·acres of cultivated land showed long Jines
of sugar cane and tall trees laden with bananas, in surprising contrast to the dark, impenetrable mass of wild bush and which surrounded the settlement in the farther distance.
Senora Diaz was one of the tropical beauties
of whom Murillo dreamed.
"I am going to test your gallantry," she said,
coming out on the veranda where I sat, "by
asking you to help me water my flowers, for
with my lame hand it is not easy for me to lift
the heavy watering-pot."
"I am at your service, but allow me-am I
wrong?-to remind you that you promised me
the story of how your hand was lamed."
"Certainly. As soon as the flowers are watered we will have coffee on the veranda, and
you shall hear all about it."
'
Accordingly, I was shortly sipping coffee, with
the little Lolita, my host's only <laughter, and
my pet, beside me, while her mother rolled a
cigarette, lighted it, and began as follows:
"When we first came here, years ago, it was a
very different-looking place. The wild bush land
reached to the edge of the water, and was such
a dark wilderness of thorns, brambles, palms,
wild fig trees, and other tropical vegetation, that
I did not dare venture in its depths. But my
husband and his workmen went manfully to
work, felled trees, uprooted stumps, made hedges
and ditches, all day long, except in the severest
heat, and I often saw them come home so wearied
that they would fall asleep where they stood, and
first think of food three or four hours later when
they awoke.
After we had got the ., ground ready to
plant, we had a throng of foes to combat.
The worst were the ants, which, watched for on
account of their depredations on plantations,
have a way of making underground passages till
they undermine the whole surface of a field, and
It falls in like the crust of a cake. Just north
of us is a great gap in the ground, full of bushes
and wild grass, with here and there some rotten
timber, where a whole settlement sank from the
ants undermining the foundations. From this
comes the saying we have in Paraguay that our
worst enemies are the Indian braves and the
Indian ants.
"Luckily, the only Indians were friendly ones,
who exchan&'ed all kinds of provisions, especially

dried meats, for knives and brandy. We poisoned
the ants, dug up their nests, flood ed their passageways with boiling water, and so, in a great
measure, were fr ee from them, although they
now sometimes come from the woods to attack
the plantation.
"But after them came another plague-snakes. For a long time I thought it was hopeless. My husband used to call them the tax collectors, and they did come just as regularly. No
day passed without our finding one or more in
the house.
And once--0h heavens!-what a
fright I had! When Lolita was a baby my husband and his men had gone off one morning to
work, as usual, and the child was asleep on a mat
at the end of the room. Suddenly I saw on the
floor the skin of a mouse, from which the whole
body had been sucked, as from an orange. I
knew at once that a snake must be near, for they
feed on mice, and eat them in this fashion; but,
much as I looked around, I could see no snake,
till all at once it occeyred to me--perhaps it was
under the baby's mat! I snatched the child up
and placed her in safety. The I softly lifted a
part of the mat, and there it was, the long, slimy,
green a,nd gold reptile, coiled up and fa st asleep.
Ah, how I jumped! I ran out in the court to call
help. Luckily, our man Jose was there, and he
killed it. But as we cleared more acres the snakes
left us to hide in the forest. I began to hope our
cares were ended, but they had only just begun.
Wild beasts now first appeared on the scene.
"One morning, just as we were at breakfast,
one of our herdsmen brought the news that our
cattle, which grazed in the tall grass on the other
side of the river, had been attacked by a jaguar,
that had killed one of the bulls. The man who
told us just barely escaped with his life, yet he
·would scarcely have done so if he had not misled
the beast, or had there not been a fat ox there.
"A week passed without a new alarm, and we
had come to think. less about it, when suddenly
three or four Indians rushed to tell us how a
great jaguar had broken into their camp and
killed a woman and one of their dogs. When
my husband heard the story he concluded that it
was the same animal that had attacked our bull,
for the Indians descdbed it as a creature of singular color, far lighter than any they had seen
about there, so they named it 'The White Death.'
We all thought it now time to do something, and
my husband called his people together· to go out
and hunt it.
"I remember that morning distinctly. They
went away · cheerfully enough, each man with his
gun and hunting knife, and Moro, the bloodhound, was with him. My husband turned round
just as he entered the wood and kissed his hand
to me; then they vanished in the forest.
"When I found myself with Lolita in the house,
and thought of what might happen if they met
that terrible wild animal, such anxiety seized me
(although I never thought I could be in danger)
that I could not be contented till I had locked
every door in the house; and then I seated myself in the great sitting-room, took Lolita upon
my lap, and tried to t ell her a st0ry.
"Suddenly I heard a scratch along the roof,
and then a dull thud, as if something heavy had
fallen. Anxious and nervous as I was, I started
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up with a cry, although I had no presentiment
what it was. The next moment I heard just over
me a sound which I could not mistake-a long,
passionate roar, that I had often heard from the
woods at night, and never without feeling as if
my heart ~t.~ nd still. The thought rushed through
my mind, '0' . :1eaven! The jaguar!'
"I shall never forget that moment. One minute I was rigid and helpless as if life had departed, and then a thought flashed uppn me-the
jaguar was not to be kept off of the lower floor,
because there were no doors, only curtains. There
was a large empty chest in the room, and I seized
my child and entered it, shutting down the lid
and holding it from the inside.
"It was not a moment too soon. We were
scarcely hidden when I heard the great cla.ws
scratching along the floor, and the hungry smffing of the jaguar showed me that he was in
search of food. He came straight to the chest,
and paused a moment, as if he f eared a trap.
l.'hen he put his head close to a small opening,
so that I could feel his hot breath. He sniffed
a little, and then tried to raise the lid with his
paw.
"How I trembled! But the great paw would
not go in the narrow crevice, and I held the cover
fast by clinging to the inner part of the lock
with all the strength of desperation. All he could
.. do was to stretcl\ out his tongue and lick my fingers till thev bled, as if they had been scratched
bv a saw. · And then, as he tasted blood, :ind
heard Lolita cry-for my poo.r darling was Just
as f,.ightened as I was-his eager,n,ess increased,
and he began to make pie,rcing yells, which sent
icv chills over me.
"Still the ~orst was yet to come. When the
jaguar found tl;iat he could not r,each me from
below he spran~ upon the chest. His huge
weight crushed my two fingers between the two
parts" of the lock. Then I thought all was over,
and shrieked so that it rang through the whole
house.
"But my cries were answered by a sound that
made my h eart t,hrob with joy-answered by the
barking of our bloodhound. The jaguar heard
it too for he sprang down, and stood fqr a mordent itstening, and then ran to the door, as ii
to flee.
"Again came the sound of th~ dog's bar_k, this
time nearer, and at the same time the voices o;f
men calling to each other. Contrary to expectation they were already coming back. Meanwhiie, the jaguar seemed to be bewildered, and
ran wildly to and fro. Suddenly a loud cry came
from one of the windows, and then two shots and
a fearful howl. Then my husband's voice anxiously called:
"'Cochita, ·where are you?'
"I could just get out of the chest, drag myself
to the door anrl let my husband in. Then I
swooned awav.
"They tole!° me afterward that our bloodhound
found the jaguar's trail, leading straight back
to our house, and they all hurried home like mad.
"My husband and Jose came ahead , and shot
the jaguar.
"I could not move a joint of that hand for
man y weeks afterward. The Indians gave me
0
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medicine to heal it, and they say that af~er. a
while I can use it again. I did not need thi s 111jury to make me remember that clay. If I were
to live a thousand years I could not forget the
terrible moments I spent in that chest."
GOLDFISH BY THE TON.
Many tons of goldfish have been caught in the
fishing grounds of the Portage River at Port Clinton, Ohio, by local fishermen during the past two
months. Where these fish come from is a mystery, although they have been seen in this section before, but never in such large quantities.
According to some of the fishermen, the first scattering of the fish was found in 1913 after the big
floods of Ohio and th e lake regions, and it was
thought at that time that the fish may have been
liberated from some of the park and resort
aquariums by the overflowing of the flooded artificial ponds.
The first fish were found in small numbers at
intervals by the fishermen who had their nets in ~
Lake Erie, and an occasional fish would be
b1ought a shore as a curiosity. Later the fish
found their way to the marshes and inland waters
of the fishing grounds of the Portage River, and
it has been only during the past few months that
they have been caught in large quantities. Hauls
of from a ton to a ton and a half have been reported at a single time by the fishermen, who
have the~r seine grounds for carp fishing, and
these fish have appeared in large schools, making
a very interesting sight when they are being
rnunded up for. the lifting of the nets.
The fish are not of the glass bowl variety, but
seem to )Je more o;f a carp species, and will measure several inches and weigh as much as a half
pound each. They are placed in live cars and
brought here to be loaded into express cars and
shipped in tanks, alive, to New York markets,
whe,re they are sold to the retail and wholesale
trade. Up to this time the local trade has not
indulged in the goldfish for a food product, although it is said that the fish are of a very good
quality, but have very fine bones.
They seem to have no trouble with the other
members of the carp family, and their habits are
said to be the same. The larger fish have the
features of a carp, with the large scales, but a
decided difference in the coloring. These fish are
highly colored in the yellow and gold shades, with
a little sprinkling of red, which makes them very
attractive.
It is said that some of these fish have been
placed in glass jars and held for some time, but
that they did not take on additional size.
Charles Klingbeil of the United States Hatcheries here is of the opinion that these fish came from .
the aquariums of Belle Isle and Detroit during
the flood times of 1913, and that during these past
seven years have multiplied until the shallow waters of this vicinity have become inhabited by
millions of fish. As the goldfish are adapted to
the warmer waters, they have found the marshes
of this section desirable quarters for their summer maneuvers, and during the winter months
they seek the deeper waters of the Portage River,
where they are protected from the ice and the
freezing ,..i.;,,i, would confront. them in the
marshes.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
.32 CALIBRE BULLET FLATTENS ON HIS
HEAD.
Philip Nickolow of Thomaston, Conn., has an
armored head, in the opinion of doctors and officers.
When a bullet from a .32 calibre revolyer fired
at close range hit him on the forehead the missile simply flattened itself out.
Nickolow's skull was not even cracked and he
is about as usual. His alleged assailant, Stanley
Stachi, is under $500 bond.
TELEPHONE 3,500 MILES.
Transatlantic raido telephony with 100 Watts
appears to have been achieved by Hugh Robinson, a radio amateur of Keyport, N. J. Some time
ago Mr. Robinson, while operating his radio telephone and transmitting phonographic music, was
heard in Aberdeenshire, Scotland, or over a distance of 3,500 miles. It seems almost unbelievable that a radio telephone set operating on 100
watts should be heard over a distance of 3,500
miles, yet that is what the evidence in this instance would indicate.
THE ELECTRIC RAY.
An fine specimen of the electric ray or torpedo
fish, seventeen by nine inches in size and weighing
about two pounds, which was recently caugh t off
the coast of Florida and forwarded to A. G.
Reynolds, a local scientist, gave birth to fourteen
y<rnng ones in the laboratory. This is the first
recorded instance of such an occurrence, and the
incident was considered so unique that the mother
fish with her offspring, cured in formaldehyde,
have been placed in the United States National
Museum at Washington, D. C. The young fish
measure about 3 1-2 inches long by 2 inches
broad, and comprise nine males and five females."
POPOCATEPETL lN STATE OF.EllUPTION.
The question which has been violently agitated
in the newspapers recently, whether Mt. Popocatepetl is smoking, apparently has been settled in
the affirmative by various persons who within the
past few da ys have ascended this famous volcanic
mountain.

El Universal several days ago announced that
"Popo," which is the nickname the Mexicans have
given to the mountain, was in a state of eruption
and was emitting much smoke and steam. Other
papers denied the story, ass~rting the Universal's
reporter had merely seen a cloud hanging over
the mountain.
The argument was not settled until four Americans from Mexico City spent four hazardous days
climbing the mountain, the trip being so arduous
that one, an itinerant photographer from Milwaukee, died later from exposure.
According to Henry E. Juergens, "Popo" is in
a sta te of mi)d eruption, emitting steam and smoke
at intervals but no lava. Its crater is about 800
feet in diameter and 1,000 feet deep and a descent
into the crater may be made for several hundred
feet. Thre is a continuous rumbling and groaning inside the mountain with occasional heavings
during which huge boulders at the bottom of the
crate:r are lifted several hundred feet.
The ascent of the mountain is made by way of
Amecameca, a small village at its base. Mules
carry the cHmbers to timber line oYer a thin trail
and from there it is an exhausting struggle
through knee-deep snow coated with a deceptive
cove:r:ing of sand. The four Americans made the
ascent from timber line in six hours.

LAUGHS
"Some scientists," began Mr. Gay, significantly,
"consider kissing· dangerous. Do you?" "Well,"
replied Miss Smart, "I think it would be for you.
My big brother is within call."
Alice (aged five)-Mamma, my appet ite says
it's time for dinner. Mother-Well, dear, go and
see what the clock says. · Alice (some i?econds
later)-The clock says my appetite is ten minutes fast!
"Did yiz iver make anny money backin' horses,
Mulligan?" "Sure, Oi made a hundred dollars
wance." "How did ye! do ut ?" "Oi backed him
down a cellar an' thin sued the mon for lavin' th'
door open."
Hostler-I let Jones take the gray cob on trial,
sir. Liveryman-Huh! That's the last we'll see
of of Jones. Hostler-Oh, I know Mr. Jones very
well, sir. Liveryman-Yes, and I kno1·; that gray
cob very well, :;;ir!
"Willie, are you and Ben in a y mischief out
there?" "Oh, no," repiled the bo y. "We're all
right. We're just playing ball ·with some eggs the
grocer left, to see how many times we can catch
one before it breaks."
A teacher asked her class to draw a picture of
that which they wished to be when they grew up,
and all went diligently to work except one little girl, who only chewed her pencil. "Don't you
know what you want to be when you grow up,
Anna?" asked the teacher. "Yes, I know," replied the little girl , "but I don't know how to
draw it. I want to be married!"~
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ITEMS OF GENERAL IN
SELLS LOOT AT AUCTION.
George Troop, George Kissinger and Harry
Pfeffer were arrested in Lancaster, Pa., January
24, on the charge of robbing George I>. Brenner's
store early Sunday morning and carrying the
booty by motor truck to Violet Hill, a village
near York, and auctioning it off before church
time, from the truck at such absurdly low prices
that practically everybody in the village and
neighborhood became buyers.
One man got ten pairs of shoes for $7. To-day
most of the stolen goods were recovered, buyers
hurriedly surrendering them for fear of being
arrested for receiving stolen property.
SLICK GAME DIDN'T FOOD THE WILY
SHERIFF.
Eugene Heiler of Chicago and James Felton of
Saginaw pas sed around "doped" cigarettes and
candy at the State Bank of Crystal, a village near
Stanton, Mich., January 24, until the cashier and
two deputy sheriffs, who "'ere stationed at the
bank to guard against bandits, had become unconscious.
Heller and Felton then' are alleged to have
seized all the money ·n sight and started for their
automobile. The~i . were capt ured, however, by
Sheriff Curtis , who had watched the procedure
from a hotel lobby acros the street.
The men were brought to the cou,nty jail.
CHICAGO JAILS ·HE& STAR PICKPOCKET.
Eddie Jackson, Chicago's perfecJ pickpocket, is
no longer "Eddie the lmmune."
or years Eddie
has laughed at the efforts of the police to jail
him. But he me his Waterloo, when Judge
Caverly 1 in the Des Plaines poJice court, fined him
$10 and sentenced him 1o a yeal·'s imprisonment.
Eddie came to court with .!;lis old time nonchalance but neglected to bring a lawyer.
"Gee but they're breaking bad for me lately,"
sighed Eddie. "This is the first time in en years
that the dicks got to me.
i;ihould have brought
a lawyer with me, but you know .have J>assed a
third of my life in court rooms beatmg the hollern
of the suckers, that it seep10d a. useless expense.
I guess a lawyer is a good investment for a guy
when he's in trouble all right."
1

THIEF GETS AN OVERCOAT.
A thief in search of an overcoat tried his luck
at the City Hall, New York, the otheJ.· day and
found it good. He stole an overcoat from the
committee room while the Board of Estimate was
in session. The overcoat was that of Frank X.
Sullivan, Commissioner of Public Works. Commissioner Sullivan paid $150 for it a few days
ago.
The connoisseur of overcoats passed by the less
resplendent garments of Borough Presidents Curran, Riegelman, Bruckner and Connolly and made
no attempt to break into the offi..ce a few feet

away where Mayor Hylan meditates upon the security of life and pro1il! rty in New York.
In order to get into the committee room he had
to pass through two metal gates, one of which has
a spring lock, the secret of which is supposed to
be cozi.fined to city employees and trusted visitors,
and through double doors which also have av
automatic lock.
DOG LEFT BEHIND.
When Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Cecil who formerly lived in St. Louis, Mo., moyed' from Eldorado, Kan., to Wichita Falls, Tex., on t ug. 30,
191~, they lef~ Shepp, a collie dog, th
pet of
their three children, in the care of a ne·
Mrs. Julius Busch.
On Oct. 2, 1919, Mrs. Busch wrote MrL
that the d'o.g, after showing signs of re
ness, had disappeared. On Aug. 15, 1920,
Cecil opened the door and found the do
had traveled more than 630 miles to
playmates, the children.
.
"He rushed into the house," Mrs. Ceci
cently wrote, "and immediately recognized the
children. He seemed to make more of them than
ever before. For several weeks he would not let
them get out of his sight.
·
"The dog was given to my eldest son, James,
about seven years ago by his grandmother, Mrs.
Jam es Coffey; of St.· Louis.
GOVERNMENT SCHOOL SA VIN GS PLAN
- MEETING WITH SUCCESS.
, The Go_v:rnment ?chool Savings plan which
nas been m,roduced m the schools of New Yo rk
State and New Jersey as a means of helpi11g the
boys and girls accumulate a personal "Success
Fund" i meeting with continued success according to reports from various schools.
'
In writing of the effeetiveness of the Go1·ernruent School Savings Plan, which in this instance
enabled 236 children to accumulate $439.08 in the
last three months, lV~iss Luella C. Harris, of Public School No. 13, Elizabeth, New Jersey, says:
"This money was not ·all used in purchasing
T~1rift Stamps, but a good deal was deposited
w ith the teayher to buy necessary clothing. The
children have taken great pride in coming to my
office to snow me new suits, new dresses, shoes,
gloves, rubber boots and rubbers that they have
pu.i:cbased with their own savings.
"This school is in a foreign district and among
some very poor people, so that sometimes the
savings have been used for food in cases of emer~
gency. \Ve are working here to teach Thrift to
the little foreigners and help them in every way
we can."
This report is encouraging jn view of the fact
that the children attending this school are mostly
small and unable to work much to earn extra
money after school hours. The saving of $439.08
on the part. of 236 children in three months, is
therefore highly gratifying.
--BUY W. S . S . - -
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NEWS

LETTER ON WAY 19 YEAHS.
A letter that had been nineteen yeari on the
way, part of the time traveling through the war
capitals of Europe, was delivered to ::\hs. Fred I.
Pratt of Dedham, Mass., Jan. 28. It loo!{ed like
a futuristic conception of the internat ioiial postal
. i>ystem gone mad, with more than a scote of foreign postmarks cutting curliques with domestic
marks.
London, Petrograd and Berlin and other far
places were registered, with the li ttle station of
City Mills, from which the letter was sent on
F.ebruary 2, 1902.
Some of the dates indicated that the letter at
,...,,,.,_........._es was within a <lay or two of overtaking Mrs.
tt. At others it was years behind, an d oddly
fo und her to-day within a few miles of its
ting place.
ALARM CLOCK HIS UNDOING.
alarm clock going off in the pocket of Benm in Levine, deckhand, just after he ca me out
of Gimbel's store at Broadway aud 33d street
late the other afternoon, spoiled whatever
chances he had of convincing Miss Ethel M.
Cummings, store detective, who had followed
him, that he did not ha·.re the clock.
Miss Cummings told later before Magistrate
Silberman in the Night Court she had seen
Levine take the clock, which was worth $14, put
it in his pocket and then walk out. She had
caught up with him and accused him of t h e
t heft. He denied it, and she reached for a sus.
picious-looking bulge in his coat pocket.
As she did so the alarm went off and a policeman made the arrest. Levine pleaded guilty and
was held in $500 bail for trial in General Sessions.
CIGARETTE STUBS SHOCK COLLEGE HE AD.
Startled by the number of cigarette stubs
swept up fro m the gymnasium floo r after t he
senior ball at Syracuse University, Chancellor
J ames R. Day t ook the students to task for
smoking on the campus and also criticized t he
co-eds for the scan ty dresses worn at the ball.
"For h eavens sake,'' wrote the chancellor to
the college paper, "be men ; be bigger than a
cigaret te.
"How men can smoke in the face of la dies on
such occasions can be explained only by a lack of
"This is
self-respect," the chancellor said.
perilous. At" the senior ball the materials were
inflammable-th e dresses (what there \vas of
them) the decorations and the floor itself. This
suggested no restraint to ~he young .men '':'ho
found it impossible to refram fro1i1 their dar!rng
cigarette dope. The q~antity of ci;;:arelle stubs
swept up in the gymnasmm the mo rnmg after the
ball was startling."
HISTORY OF T HE PUMPKIN.
The term pumpkin, a corruption of pompion, is
17er v looselv annli erl in t his countrv. In some sec-
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tions it is used to include the squashes, m embers
of another species.
. The pumpkin is an annual, beronging to the
gourd family. It is a vigorous, prostrate plant,
running twelve feet or more, with a hairy, almost
prickling stem. It bears large, bell-shaped yellow
flo\1·ers, five cleft, t he base adherent to the calyx
tube, with three long, much curved anthers, which
unite int o a small head, and three stigmas. The
fruit is fl eshy, with a firm rind, and is nearly
round. The outer surface is ribbed or furrowed,
the internal portion mellow and crossed by pulpy
threads. The average size of the fruit is about
one foot in diameter, though it is often much
larger; its color is of a clear, orange yellow.
Pumpkins are largely C\lltivated both in Europe
and our country, playing an important part dur·ing the Thanksgiving festivities when made into
pies.
As ordinarily grown the seeds are planted in
fields of corn and potatoes and the plants left to
take care of themselves, yet even with this neglected cultivation it often yields as much as a t on
of the ·fruit per acre without apparent detriment
to t he yiel.d of corn or potatoes in the same fie ld.
The nat1.v e countr~ of the pm:ipkin is disputed,
but there is good reason to believe that it is indigenous to Ame:rica. The common field pumpkin was much used for food in New Eng!nd before the introduction of improved variet ies or of
the more edible squashes, being made into pies
cooked as squashes are now cooked, or baked th~
seeds and stringy matter having been rem~ved.
For winter use it was cut into strips and dried in
the sun or in a warm room. At present it is
. m:ainly :.is.ed to feed farm animals, which eat it
with av1d1ty, though the seeds, being dioretic in
their action, need first to be removed . T his variety is of a rich orange yellow color shaped
roun~ with flattened ends, averaging ab~ut fourteen inches long by twel ve inches wide. The fl esh
is yellow, generally coan;e grained and often
stringy, yet still esteemed by many above the imp~ove~ varieties for making the favorite pumpk m p ie.
Of all varieties the Canada and Vermont pu mpkin is one of the best for animal food and of excellent quality fo r the table. It is of large size
oblate in fo r m, with deep ribs and a deep orang~
yellow color. The fl esh is much sweeter and less
stringy than the common pumpkin.
The cheese pumpkin is a remarkabl y vigorous
and productive plant, the fruit large, much fla ttened and deeply ribbed. Its color is a reddish
orange. The flesh is sweet and well flavored .
There are several other varieties, the best of
which for culinary purposes is the sugar pumpkin. This pumpkin is small, being eight or nine
inches broad and six deep, but is an abundant
bearer of excellent quality, being unsurpassed for
pies and superior to most squashes for table use.
If the grower desires very large pumpkins for
exhibition purposes, all pumpkins except one or
two should be removed from the vine.

NAVY
RECRUITING
STOPPED
of
Secretary
the Navy Daniels
on
announced
January 4 that
recruiting for the
Navy has been
stopped for the
present, the . en1 i s t e d strength
reached
having
132,000. The nav a 1 appropriations for the current fiscal year
were made to
take care of the
pay of an average of 120,000
enlisted men. By
expiration of enthe
listments
number soon will
drop to a b o u t
122,000, \'! h i ch
w i I I g i v e the
N avy an average
of 120,000 for the
fiscal year ending
June 30. One reason for the action
is uncertainty as
to th e number of
e n I i s t e d men
Congress ·will authorize for the
next fiscal yea1;.
Another reason i s
found in the fact
that the U. S.
Atlantic and Pacific Fleets soon
will sail for their
reDrlezvous at the
Pacific entrance
to the Panama
Canal. Although
the · Marine
C o r p s has not
resuspended
the
¢ r u it in g.
s t a n d a r rl has
been raised. reqmrmg a minimum of twentyone years nf age,
five f e e t five
in c h P s height,
and 1~0 pouPris
we i go ht. ·The
quota for January ha~ been rut
to 1,400 and thi~
Jow fif.','ure will
keep the enlisted
personnel of the
corps within the
averag-e of 20.000
for the fiscal year

1921.

EXl'OSES RARI! SECRETS AND TRICKS

1 book, on Matrlc & Sleigh!ro!-Hand; 1
book, on Mind Reading.long &short distance; 1 book on Hypnotism a.nd Palmistryt 1 book, Fire EatmgTricksexposed;
1 hoo.1<,Vaudeville Acts; 1 book, Fortune
Telling'; 1 book, Interpretini:- Drea;ms;
lJoke Book;l book, on Ventriloquism;
1 book, Tricks with Cards• 2 books,
How to make Rea.I Candies; 50 Real Money Mak(coin) &
ing processes; Malrlc Age Table;
2cpostage.
Wonderfn1Memor:v1rick,etc.allfor

1QC

CLAXO TRICK CO. Deok S 2 New Haven,Conn.

rnw SQJEl'llTtFIC WON

DON'T Hnd • P•DDJ' • .Ja1t send 1oar nam• and ••J': .. e.•d ••
1
1
1
1
0
~.!~.daM:f~
• ir1.f••~~: ~11T::'J"1dl ~.~.1z ~1s~t t1.
l;, com.•• m•reb depealt S .,6 wlt.b th• post.mu •nd then wear tba
i't'..: r!ns tor 10 full day•. It r•u~or it any et your friend• can t•U
It from ad 111mond, aehd I i.ack • .ll:ct It ,.ou d•clde'totta1 Ii

r;::i,

-und um 12, 60 • monU. •• l $18. 76 hu beea paid.

name now. Toll ••.,.,,. ot tho
ay !••hour
Write 1'-..
aolhl sold rlDt'• Uluatrated cbne J'O• wi111i11 •
VU
<ladle•' or

•••'II),

Ba eur. to send ftncer eb:it.

Harold Lachm.n Co., ti N. Mlehlau A... O.p, 2466 Cftlc•"

CQRI

TOBACCO HABIT
Crushes He'li>less Victims )
Not

oo!{ is tobacco 61thJ' •nd 4il•su•tln1r to

o.;::k::: i~c:r~~~~~dl!!:~;
abockyoor £AS'YbTQ1111QUi'Tit unaided.

:!~ ~ohl:h

•H.nllty and lnviUHI diaeHe that l:a&J' •horten
your life. ST0:-1 Recttin llfsor; but don't
It mate.. no ditlereoc• bow Ions J'Ob ba•e
u&itd tobacco wbetber TeU smoke cicarctt.e a,
pipe, cicare, chew or uu anuf'f, Nlx-0· Tin•
frolJl thtt crav·
Toltac941! "•meth will free
Inc quickly and ltH" sfftt. No further det1!re
for tobacco. Guarutoed karmleaa. , Haa
0
1
No charge ftlt falla.

"u
rrri:ui:e~~·::.t i 7·SENr·oN TRIAL
Write t•da.y fM' full remed11 on. trial

PERKINS CHEMICAL COMPANY, E-12, Haalillc1. Nebr.
OLD <JOINS WANTED

WEAR NIGHT GLOVES

FOR CHAPPED HANDS

$

Coius dated before 1895. Keep A.LL old
Money. You may have Col ns "or th a
Large Premium. Send lOc. for new
Illustrated Coln Value Book. size 4.x6.
Get Posted at Once.

CLARKE COIN CO., Hex 31!, Le Rey, N. Y.

CROWN YOUR TEETH
Oar gold finished shells look Ii&:•
renl dentist~s work , er..t:2ivoYo'Oa

-'s~~!11ri~~~~1e.;~~ i!~th:f~~~~'fr;
tro~ii~G1tt;:1J:!3 ~'fir:~:i';.\~~~~~
0

It you have been unable to find rel!et for

your chapped lrnnds, get a pair of Rh:ogloves and put them on before retiring. Rub
a small quantity ot Rlxo on your bands
prior to put ting on tbe gloves.
Your bands w111 become soft and smooth.
Abrasions and "cracks" due to dry, chapped
skin, heal quickly when treated with Rlxo.
You may use soap and water freely on your
hands during cold weather without tear of
chapping.
Chapped skin is painful as well a:; unsightly. It needs th e proper kind of treatment. Glycerine and otller mineral prepara tions are frequently inefl'eclive. Get nature's
remedy. You should find delightful reli<'f.
R.lxo ls used by men, women and children.
Send one doll a r for a jar of Rixo and a pai r
of Rixogloves. to \

f2 to $500 .EACH paid for Huudred8 ot

·

SEND NO MONEY-inst ~ur name and we will send 0 .

~-~·:~~~0~~.';,W~...: u:::t.;~1St~~;~~!2eJ~:

5HEF NOVU.TY co.,eosta. D., Dept.

15 , rteY'!Yu~

Cured His RUPTURE

I was badly ruptured trhlle lifting a trunk
several years ago. Doctors said my only
hope of cure was an operation. Trusses did
me no i;ood . Fine_Jly, I got hold of something that quickly '"'d completely cured me_
Yea rs have passed a nd the rupture has
never returned, a lthough I am doing hard
work as a carpenter. There was no operation, no lost time, no trouble. I have nothing to sell, but will give full information
about how you may find a complete cure
without operation, if you write to me, Eug-ene M. Pullen, Carpenter, 301G Marcellus
Avenue, Manasquan, N . J. Better cut out
this notice and show It to any . others who
RIXO PRODUCTS CO.
ruptured-you may save a Ute or at
are
New Y<>rk, N. l.'. least stop the misery of rupture and the
1438 Longfellow Ave.
Mention tbe size of glove you w.ear.
worry and danger of an operation.

WONDERFUL/ PHONOGRAPH

PSYCHOLOGICAL LIVING
BEYOND
OUR MEANS

ere is our Ntw Style Z. D. L. Pbonott'a ph-th• laieatlmp~emeni-wiihouUae hcim.
be li&Me1t,mo1tdurable and compact: pracilcal phonorraplt enr prod.uoed. It 11 ltt•u·
ti.fully finished, tone arm black japanned, nickel windln1 oraak,aoauratel7 con1trucW,
1moo~ runntn11prln1 moior, wbioh plays st to 8 record• d on• wlad.la1, •P••d reru·
laior, stop lner ud felkoveted tura table. New lmprond 1ea.a4 boz wttla mica
.iaph:rapa, which mak.H f.•rf•ct: reproduction et all t1Dd1 of mudo
-band plffeil talklDDilecH, lnairumeD&al, Oftlh..Va1 'Yooal. ek.

r..,.pe..,,. Th••
Pl ays ny sc Record~·m
•.r:h~•kl~d. tlm.1't~
Up to 7 ID. &lld pl&JI

wondutul-1loi W be oom))ared wlih &ll:Y •iher
19

~": J::.:1~

S':!!Jr'.:4°::!:::~i~:~!:: :•:.~1::4~t ~';::,~

EVERY MACHINE REGULA TED AND TESTED
war. 4

before It leavet th• factory and ruaranMed lo every
real phoncgraph, not a toy, yet 1maU and llfbt eno1111l to be
earried to camp1, e1cu11lon1, eia. GivH a elsarneu &Bil vol·

i=·fii"ittovou='shE'lairio ·;01·£v::

001
1
~l.';o:~u~fn~:•,::ofal':ih'~ ::~~ yo~!t!'.::b. s:;~ p~:·;~•:
Jou colloai and for your trouble wo wlll tend tblt new lmprond
of 6 record•, tr" tor
a. D. L. Phonorraph and a Hlectfoa
of plotarea and o&n1. thlt sreai

your troublo. You can dltpOH
mach ine and• the record• In a few hottn' time.

!dd.Hst

El. D. LIFE, 337 W. Madison St., 2T 46 CHICAGO

Want Nice Hair Grow th?

II

Woulclyou lilc• •11c/a a rault cu tlu.1 . ln11at~at• and tat Kollcott.

Do you want, free, a trial box from the Koakott Treatment that
has proved successful in so many cases, Would you like also a book
that tells about falling out of hair, dandruff,
grayhairand baldness!? Ifso, you need only to
answer this adv. asking for our book and FREE
BOX. This famous preparation is for dandruff,
thinning hair and several forms of BALDNESS.
In many cases a new hair growth has
been reported when all else had failed.
So why not aee for youraelf? Koskott
is used by men and women; it 111
perfectly harmless and in many cases
reports show the starting of a new
hair growth in a few days. Enclose
8 stamps for mailing and adv. exStop lo•in
penseon free box and book• .Addr1ss:
your hal,!S'
KOSKOTT LABORATORY , KC-375, Station F,

BIG VALUE for. BO Ofs,

6 Soni:'•. word!! and music; 25 Pie
tures Pretty Girl!j40 Ways to Make
Monel'; 1 Joke J<ook; l Book on
I,ove; 1 Magic Bookt!- Book Letter
Wrltingt 1 Dream .uook and For·
tune Tel1er; 1 Cook Book; 1 Bate
Jlall :Book, aivee rula for games; I
~oy Maker Book; L ..uguar;e of
Flowers; 1 Mone 'l'elegraph Alphabet; 12 Chemical Rxperlments;
Mar-"~ Age Table; Gnat North Pole

Game• 100 Conundrum•; 8 Pus:r:le•j

12 Games; 80Ver•es for Autogl'llph l\.lbuma. · Al
the abov4¥,)l;fall for 10 eta. an<l " eta. _poatage,
CIO-. Box 278 lioulh lllorwalk. Co1111c
BOYA.L S

NEW YORK. N. Y.

ACC
Or SNUFF HABIT

Cur ed or NO A\'

No matter whether used lo pipe, clearettea,
cl1o1ars, chewed, or used in the rorm ot snurr.
B•perba Tobacco Remedy contains notblnii
Injurious, no dope, pohons, or habit formIng druirs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. It
It cues costs you on"' dollar. If It falls, or If
1011 are not perfectly satisfied, co sts you
nothing. Write for tuli remedy today.
iUPE&BA (JOM.l'A..NY, MU. Balilmore, llld.

s 0 RE N E s s H E A L E D
•ore or open lees. u1cer11, enl_arged vein•.

UNIV&:RSAt:;

eczema healed while ;rou work. Write for
free book and describe :ro•r own case.
A. C, Ll•ll•, 1U7 0 - ~ Av.,Kllwaulr.H, Wl-.

to
According
the editor of the
New York Medical Journal we
are all fooling
ourselves, living
psycholog ically beyond our
means. \Ve are
withaccepting
out question cert a i n standards
and ideas that
seem good and
beautiful, but we
are not trying to
ascertain if they
really represent
the inner truth of
human life and
of human lives.
And he quotes
Freud as having
taught us how
th i s
different
truth . is from the
standexternal
ards toward
which we strain.
We set up high
a n d·
standards
ourselves
f o oI
into thinking we
accept them, and
then they inexplicably collapse.
We deny death,
which comes afLiving
ter all.
our
beyond
means!
What we need
is to strip away
the lies-beautiful though they
be-that c over
the weaknesses in
individuals, in social institutions,
in national and
international character,
and !?'et down to
k ·
b -'
th
in
euroc
e
which we shall
find o u t j u st
w h a t h um a n
mean fl are and

0
,. ~~l;esedu~~~e ~:;

J

dependents down

to them.

GLYCERINE
MADE FROM
SUGAR
In a recent issue of Chemical
Age are to . be
found quotations
from certain Ger
man technical pa
pers to indicate
glycerine
t hat
was p r o d u c e d
upon a large
scale from sugar
in Germany beginning in 1915.
Early in the war
Germany had a
considerable excess of sugar and
population
th e
was urged to use
plenty on account
of its food value.
Later, however,
on account of various uses found
for sugar, it became scare and
people found it
difficult to follow
the advice given
earlier.
The transformation of sugar
glycerine
int o
was accomplished
by a bio-chemical
method. It was
known that with
yeast, fermentation 1of s u g a r
could be carried
on in a way to
c o n v e r t 3 per
cent. of the sugar
to glycerine. By
the addition of
various alkalies
percentage
this
could be increased, and sodium
s u 1 p h a t e was
found to be the
best material. As
much as 36 per
cent. of the sugar
converted
was
i n t o glycerine.
Acetaldehyde was
a 1 s o produced.
T h e production
of glycerine by
this method exceeded 2,200,000
pounds a month
and is, comments
Scientific
th e
American, a
striking sample
of the possibilities in the new
op e n e d
fields
through bichemical pr ocesses.

P.1ti se Cash by mailing us diamonds, watches,
new or broken jewelry, platinum. old g old
and silver. War Bonds , War Sta mps, unu sed
postage, etc. Cash by return mail. Goods
returned in 10 days i! you"re not satisfied.
OHIO SMELTING & REFINING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio
262 Lennox Bldg.

BOYS!

BOYS!

BOYS!

,THROW
YOUR

~VOICE

!~~·b:~to:~t~: t~k°:

the Teachtr, Pollceman or "'1-l'tl..l;;§'
Friend&

THE VENTRILO,

ORE Finger Print Experts are needed.
Men who are masters of this profession
are scarce. The demand for Finger
Print Experts is great. As a special inducement we will give you free of charge our new
easy reading course in Secret Service Intelligence if you enroll at once.

M

of sigh

U:J~\~bf:~':ef~\f:~i:2!.J!,'e~u1!:;!ne can~ ft.

NEVER FAILS.

A.ho • sg PA.GE BOOK

Form ula for
wbtch gifts full tnsLrnctlons on Ventrlloqulmi.
Secret Wrltlng {Tnvislbls Ink], 12 Money Making- $ecn!l5 and a

NOVELTY X-RAY WONDER

'::n~~~
. :!~~~~:!rft!g!i,:i~tlfa
d e. Lot1 of fun
with th 111 ontfiL

All theabon

mall
for onlt 160.
1ont by

~!Finger Print Expert

VENT.KILO COJIP.lNT

LARGEST1!:rtoL~~ST l1a0 ~r~~l'thtfou~~·b~~n~~~:~
Build up a business on the basis of a trained
brain. You can do it as a master of the
Finger Print profession. There is crying
need for Finger Print Experts right now and
the demand for these trained men is grow- If this should meet the eye of anyone w ho is lo•insr
ing every day. A profession that offers won- hair or i• bald, let it be known that KOTALI{O, co11.derful opportunities for advancement. Gov- taining stenuine bear oil, is wonderfulJ y s uccessful.
A multitude of enthusiutlcuoero--menand women.
ernments, corporations, police departments, Hair
irrewn In many cases when ell else failed. Reinstitutions and individuals have constant fund iruarantee. Get a box at any bu•y pharmacy;
use for these specially trained men. The er mall 10 cents for proof box with te• t imonials te
Kotalko Office, BC-375, Station :X. New York City.
work is fascinating and

New- Hair after Baldness
HOWtO MAKEhowLOVE
to Get

The Pay Is Big!
No special education is necessary. You can
become a master of this profession by studying at home in your spare time. Expert
Finger Print men travel all over the country solving mysteries that baffle all others.
They are important men and highly regarded and envied by every one.

Mail the Coupon

-

BOU.L JlOOJ[

NEW BOOK,TeHs
Acquainted: How to B.gin Courtship
Bow to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
W idow:to wla ao Beircse; bow to catch
a R.lch Jlaclteior: how to manage your
beau to make ltlm rropose;how to make
your (ellowor (ir love you; what to do
before and after the weddi ng_, Tcllt
other thine• •ecessary for I.overs ta
kaow, Sample COl'Y by mall 10 tle•ll,

co..

llox 168 60. ?ionrl!l:.. «;o-

She was Fat

Get full Information about this 11rreat profession
and our blir offer of a free course In Secret Service
Jntelll10ence. The mastery of these two closely allied profeaslons places a brilliant career within
your grasp. Achievements that will Immediately
place the etamp of success upon you, are now poaelble. Send this coupon for full Information NOW.

·----

University of Applied Science

Desk 11562

·--...

1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chlcaco

Gentlemen: Without a'11i obligations whatever. send . me
l:eu: :0~fJ!:e~f ~!'rvi~~gi~t~J:~!~!~d your offer of a

Name··············••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••
Address ...................... •••••• • •••• ••• • ••••••••••••

For sdlini: only tll ,P.atks
of Seeds at lOe a larco
pack. WE TR US1
YOU. Write for Seed.I
to-day, Easy to sell. ilo

Globe Seed le Spice Co.

Bes 145 N Lucutor, Pa.

OUR

TEN-CENT

No. 1. NAPOLE ON'S ORACULU.111 AND DREAM
UOOK.-C ontaining the great oracle ot human des·
tiny ; also the true meaning of almost any kind of
drea ms, together with charms, cereJJlonle s, and curious
games of cards.
of
No. z. HOW TO DO TRICKS .-The arreat book
on all
magic and- card tricks, containin g tull instructio npopular
most
the
also
day,
the
of
tricks
card
the leading
magical iilu•ions as performed by our leading ma11:t·
l'ians; ev~ry boy should obtain a copy of thia book.
of
No. a. HOW TO FLIRT,- The arts and Wilt's Beflirtation "are fully explained by this little boll):.&'love,
fan.
ief,
handkerch
of
methods
sides the various
parasol, window and hat llirtation, It coutaina a full Uat
of the language and sentiment of dowers.
No. 4. IiOW TO DANCE is the title of this little
dancin11:,
book. It contalus full instructio ns In the art of to
dress,
etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, how
and full directions tor calling ofl in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO lllAKE LOVE.-A complete guide
advice,
to love, courtship and marri11ge, itiving sensible curious
rules and etiquette to be observed, with many
known.
erally
en
g
not
things
g
interestlu
and
. No. 6. HOW TO UECOMH AN ATHLET .E.-Glvin g
!nil instructio ns for the use of dumbuells , Indian clubs,
parallel uars, horizonta l uar8 aud various other methods
of developin g a good. healthy muscle ; containloi: :: over
sixty illnstrntio ns.
No. 7. HOW 'l'O KEEP UIRDS.- llaodsom ely illustrated and cont11iuin g full instructio ns for the wanace·
ment and trainini:;: ot the canary. mockingb ird, b<>bolink,
blackbird . paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRI LOQUIS T.By Harry Kennedy. Every intell ig ent boy readlnl\' this
book ot instructio ns can master the a rt, and create any
amount of fun tor himself and friends. It is the .i:reat·
est book ever PU bit.shed.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-Th e art of self-defen se
ot
made easy. Containin g over thirty illustratioa nsgood
guards, b1ows, and the dtlrerent positions of
!lnd
useful
these
of
one
obtain
should
uoy
uoxer. .Wvery
instructiv e hooks, as it will teach you how to box with·
out an instructor .
A
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE·LE TTERS.for
most complete little book, containin g full directions
speci·
givin1'
them,
use
to
when
and
s,
writing love-letter
men letters tor youni::: and old.
.No. 12. HOW TO \VRlTE LETTER S TO LADIESto
Giving complete insti'uctio n for writing lettersnotes
ou,
iutroducti
of
letters
ladies on all subjects; also
and r~q uests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK 01'' ETl·
QU.t;'l'TE .-lt is a gr~at life secret, and one that every
yuuug wan u~~ires to know all alJout. 'l ' here's happi·
ness in It.
No. 14. HOW TO l\IA.KE CANDl:. -A complete hand·
book for uiukmg all kinds of caudy, ice -cream, syrups,
esseuces. etc .~ etc.
No. 17. HOW TO DO MECHAN ICAL TRICKS .Containin g complete instructi ons for per forming over
sixty mencanic al tricks. l•'ully illustrated .
of
No. 18. HOW TO BECO ME J.IEAUTU' UL--One
ever itiven
the btlghte8t and most valuable little books how
be·
to
know
to
wishes
y
Everybod
to the world.
come beautiful, both male and female. '£he secret is
simple, and almost costJ.,ss.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERT AIN AN EVENING
PARTY. -A complete. compendi um ot games, sports,
r.ard. diversions , comic recitation s, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing·- room entertaium ent. It contains more
tor the 'money tban any book pub lished ·
No. 21. HOW ·. ro HUNT AND fiSJl.-Th e most comconplete hunting and Iisblng guide ever published . Ittraps,
tains full instructio ns about gu ns, bunting dogs, game
trapping and tislling, together with descriptio n of
and fish.
No. Z2. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.- Heller's sec·
ond sight exp lain ed by bis form er assistant, Fred Hunt,
on
Jr. Explainlb g .bow the secret dialogues were carried
between the magician and tbe boy on the stage ; also
giving all the codes and signals.
to an7
For sale by all newsdeale rs, or wm be 11ent in
•
address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy,
moue• or stamps, by

FRANl\: TOUSEY1 Publisher,
168 West 23d Street,

;THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

HAND BOOKS

Useful, Instructi ve, and Amusin1 . They Contain
Valuable Informa tion on Almost Every Subject

New York.

- - LA~ES'.r ISSUES 1009 The Liberty Boys' Watch Ii'lre; or, The Raid at
are.
Mile-Squ
1010 " Taking Fort George; or, Running Ont Lemcoe's
•
Rangers.
1011 " afr?ot~~ptatn Sue; or, Helped Out by Girl PaFighUng Prevost; or, Warm Work in Georgia.·
fg~
.. Barricade ; or, Holding Ofl the Hessians
1014
0~ ;e.e Watch: or, The Plot to Invade· New
0
lOlli ;; at !~airfield ; or, A Bold Dash Across the Sound.
Sag Harbor 8ortie; or, Marvelou s Work With
1016
Col. Meigs.
1017 " "s~r~~;. Uipsy Spy; or. Learning the Enemy's
1018 " and the "Wicked Six"; or, The Plan to Kidnap
Washingt on.
1011' " a.H?ns'.'Mad Mary"; or, Fighting Among the
1020 :: Indian Runner; or, Thrashin g the Red Raiders.
in Old
1021
in Canvas Town; or, The Worst Place
·
New York.
1 022 ;; on the Delaware ; or, Holdin g Fort Mifflin
1 023
in Wyoming Valley; or. Dick Slater's Narrowest Escape.
1024 " and the Fighting Parson; or, The Brave Rally
.. at Rahway.
1025
a~elfi~~r-Hole Swamp; or, Cornered by 11 Regt •

;;

1027

"

iZ~

;;

1032

"

..
1030 .,
1031

1033 "
1034 "
1035 "
1036 "

on Pine 'l.'ree Hill; or, The Charge
fu~Tro~.

ot the "'""•t
n=e

Threot ; or, Doing as They Said.
After Delancey ; or, The Boldest Sweep ot All.
on a Foray; or, Hot W 01·k Witb the Raiders
'\1:iddi!~~- .Mohawk Chief : or, After St. Leger'•
and the Tory Girl; or, The Scheme to Destro•
~
New York.
Surround ed; or, A Daring Dash tor Freed
Lo_g Tower;_ or, Bom barding the Stockade F~~·
With the Pioneers; or, At War Witb the Rene:
•
gades.
Fw'i~ot1~~.}Iope; or, In the Time ot the .. Hard

1042

"

and Captain Midnight ; or, The Patriot Spy of
Sleepy Hollow.
Girl Enemy; or, a Hard Foe to Fight.
Rifle Corps; or, The Twenty D ead Shots
on Torn l\Iountain ; or, Warm Work in "the
Ramapo Valley.
Prisoner of War; or, Acting as A.ids to Washington.
a~;~.;,~azy Jane; or, The Girl Spy of the James

1043

"

e:~1~~sw~: Tarleton; or, Getting Even With a

1044

"

and "Red Fox": or, Out With the Indian
Fighters.
at Kings bridge; or, Tbe Patriot Boy and the
Jies•lrrn s.
nn<l the Middy; or, Dick Slater's Escape From
the Fleet.
Week of '.rerror; or, Fighting in the Wilderness.
Gun Division; or, The Yankee Boy of Bedford •
RN1S kin Foe; or, The Battle in the Woods
or
The Libe rty Boys at Fort Washing ton·"·
'
'
Making a Brave Stand.
Buck's
A-iI_~~rd t~:cr.edcoats; or, The Battle- ·or

1037

"

1038
1030
1040

"
"
"

1041

"

1045

"

10i6

"

1047

"

1048 "
104!)

"

1050

"

1051

"

For sale by all news<leal ers, or will be eent to any ad.
dress on r ec~ipt of price,. 7c. per copy, in money or p 08 ..
ta ge str1m11s, by
F'RANI{ TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

SCEl\JARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per COJIJ'
By JAMES .P . <'.OGAN
This book contarns all the most recent cnanges In the
metllou of coustruct1 ou and suumissio n ot scenarios.
Sixty Lessous, covcnng ever.v pha se of scenar io writ·
Ing, from the most elemental to the mo•t advaucea
priuc!ples . This treatise covers everythin g a persoul
must know in order to make money as a succeastw
scenario writer. For sale by all .News-dea lers and
u•
Book-Sto res If you cannot procure a co py, sendand
the price. 35 cents, In money ·or postage atamps,
Address
free.
we will ronll you one. postage
L. SENARE NS, 2111 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

